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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF METHANOL, ETHANOL, 
ISOPROPANOL, AND BUTANOL AS MOTOR FUELS, 
EITHER PURE OR BLENDED WITH GASOLINE 
Abstract 
Ajit Kelkar 
A primary area of recent experimental research efforts in the 
use of fuel alcohol is to investigate the performance of spark-ignition 
engines, originally designed for gasoline, when burning alcohol/gasoline 
blends or pure alcohol. In the work reported here, a number of per-
formance tests using gasoline, alcohol/gasoline mixtures, and alcohol 
alone were conducted on a spark-ignition engine. Methanol, ethanol, 
isopropanol, and butanol, either pure or blended with gasoline, were 
used. 
An International Harvester, Silver Diamond, six-cylinder engine 
with a compression ratio of 6.77 was used for the experiment. It was 
equipped with an adjustable load needle, rather than fixed jets, and a 
distributor having centrifugal spark advance only. The engine was 
mounted on a test stand and attached to an electrical generator which 
dissipated its output in resistor banks. 
Fuels chosen were gasoline only, alcohol/gasoline mixtures with 
volumetric ratios of 10-90, 50-50, and alcohol only. These three 
alternate fuel combinations were chosen for comparative purposes and 
easy interpretation. The tests were run with a wide-open throttle, and 
the load was varied so the engine speed ranged from 1000 to. 3000 rpm. 
The speed of the engine was measured by using a stroboscope, and exhaust 
gas analysis was carried out using an Orsat apparatus. The test series 
was repeated with an increased compression ratio of 7.76 to study the 
effect of a change in compression ratio on the performance of the 
engine. 
The principle results show: 
*For the compression ratios studied, and optimum engine ad-
justments, the thermal efficiencies of gasoline, alcohol, and ' alcohol/ 
gasoline blends are substantially similar. 
*The power output of all such fuels is essentially proportional 
to the energy content of the fuel conveyed to the cylinder. 
*The energy content of alcohol and alcohol/gasoline fuels is 
lower than that of gasoline; therefore, the specific fuel consumption 
was nearly always greater for alcohol and alcohol/gasoline blends than 
for pure gasoline. 
*It was observed that engine performance was better for the 
higher compression ratio of 7.76 than for 6.77. Increase in power 
output, lower fuel consumption, and higher thermal efficiency were 
























Symbols and Abbreviations 
butanol 
brake horse power 
brake specific fuel consumption 
combustion-chamber volume 
combustion-chamber volume (cylinder head) 


















revolutions per unit of time 
oxygen 
load in lbs. 
Q heat of combustion 
r radius 
R dynamometer constant 
SI spark ignition 
t time 
T torque 
nt thermal efficiency 
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At the beginning of this century, gasoline was nothing more 
than a by-product of the production of kerosene for lamps. The kero-
sene market was destroyed by Edison's invention of the electric light 
bulb. The oil industry, seeking new markets, began refining v~st ~ 
quantities of petroleum into gasoline for use in internal-combustion 
vehicles. This gasoline was so plentiful and cheap that it became the 
standard motor fuel. 
From that time, internal-combustion engines were optimized for 
petroleum-based liquid fuels, and the early primitive forms of gasoline 
have been considerably improved through refined formulation. Due to 
the abundance of fossil resources little or no consideration was given 
to liqui d and gaseous fuels derived from biomass until the late 1960s. 
During the past decade, man has become increasingly aware of 
the limitations of energy supplies. With the 1970s came a drastic 
change in the world petroleum market. First came the 1973 embargo with 
its dramatic rise in the price of oil imposed by the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Then came further price in-
creases and, in 1979 and 1980, the specters of revolution and war in 
the oil-rich Middle East. 
With the expected future rates of energy consumption, we are 
faced with the question of how long there will be sufficient reservoirs 
of conventional fuels for our industrialized societies. The increasing 
scarcity of fossil fuels, and the attendant increase in th~. cost of 
petroleum products, make it imperative to find alternate energy sources 
2 
in the next decade, especially those derived from renewable resources. 
Recently, considerable attention has been given to alcohol fuel 
production from biomass. Today's petroleum shortages have created re-
newed interest in alcohol fuels. This has stimulated new research in 
applications and bio-conversion techniques, as well as reassessments of 
the environmental advantages and disadvantages of using alcohol fuels. 
The United States uses mo.re petroleum than any other nation on 
Earth. In 1980, America consumed an average of 16.5 million barrels 
of petroleum per day. Gasoline and diesel fuel for engines of auto-
mobiles, trucks, buses, and trains accounted for 53 percent of all 
petroleum products supplied in 1980, 80 percent of which was consumed 
by passenger cars. 
Gasoline consumption showed a decline of six percent in 1980 
as compared to 1979. Even with slightly reduced consumption, the 
internal combustion engines will undoubtedly remain the largest users 
of petroleum products in the 1980s. Thus,the development of alcohol 
as a motor fuel that helps to offset the use of petroleum in transpor-
tation, and other sectors, is critically important. 
Alcohol fuels are liquids and can be readily used, without 
further refining, in internal-combustion engines. Further, the tech-
nology to produce alcohol fuels is well known. Therefore, alcohol 
production can begin on a large scale more quickly than can production 
of other synthetic fuels. ~ Also, the resources for producing alcohol 
fuels are renewable, including sugar crops, -livestock feed grains and 
cellulose materials. 
Alcohol fuels will become precursors of several energy-
oriented economic, political, and sociological changes in the world. 
Gasohol, alcohol, and biomass fuels are the ABCs of an energy system 
of major proportions that is about to dawn. It will contribute sig-
nificantly to lifting the yoke of dependence on foreign oil and the 
reduction of the rate of consumption of the world and national oil 
reserves. 
3 
Current favorite alcohols are ethyl alcohol and methyl alcohol. 
The technology to produce both of them from bio-mass is already well 
developed. There are good chances that in the near future other alcohols 
like isopropanol and butanol may be produced from bio-mass, so 
isopropanol and butanol are also being studied as alternate fuels. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OF ALCOHOL FUELS 
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The use of alcohol-based fuels is not a new concept. In fact, 
alcohols have been utilized extensively throughout the world as petro~ 
leum substitutes during periods of shortage. 
Alcohol fuels have been used often in both wartime and peace-
time. Henry Ford designed the Model T so that it could run on alcohol, 
gasoline, or any mixture in between. Alexander Graham Bell in 1922 
called alcohol a beautifully clean and efficient fuel which can be 
produced from vegetable matter ... waste. products of our farms and even 
the garbage of our cities. [21 
1 The first modern internal-combustion engine, the Otto Cycle 
(1876) ran on alcohol as well as gasoline. During WW II, the U. S. 
operated an ethanol plant in Omaha to produce motor fuel for the army, 
and gas stations in Kansas, Nebraska, and Illinois sold an alcohol/ 
gasoline blend, "agrol". In 1934, Hiram Walker marketed .an alcohol/ 
gasoline mixture called "alcoline". 
Nevertheless, until recently the relatively inexpensive price 
of gasoline has made alcohol fuel uneconomical to ·produce on a large 
scale. Now, however, with increased crude oil and gasoline prices, 
substantial public and private activity has centered on alcohol fuels, 
particularly "gasohol". "Gasohol'' is fast becoming a generic term for 
alcohol/gasoline blends (usually 90% regular unleaded gasoline and 
10% ethanol ., anhydrous). 
Re·cently, considerable attention is being given to ~asohol and 
pure alcohol fuels. California began a 10-year Experimental Methanol 
/ 
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Fuel program in January 1980. In 1979 the Bank of America, with 
headquarters in San Francisco, began to convert its 1800-vehicle fleet 
to methanol use. 
The California State Energy Commission is planning a three-year, 
$2-million, fleet-vehicle program to test both ethanol and methanol fuels 
in approximately 60 vehicles. Under this program, a company called 
Alcohol Energy Systems is providing eight modified Ford Pintos for 
testing both ethanol and methanol. Volkswagen of American will provide 
a production-line fleet of 25 alcohol VW Rabbits for similar tests. [1] 
Elsewhere, the North Carolina Department of Transportation, 
under a grant from the North Carolina Energy Institute, will convert 
15 state vehicles to methanol operation. The New York City Police De-
partment is also testing a converted pure-methanol vehicle. In mid-
1981, the U. S. Postal Service will start a modified fleet of 42 Pintos 
on delivery routes, half using pure ethanol and the other half pure 
methanol. [1] 
Foreign Experience with Alcohol Fuels 
Although many nations are interested in alcohol fuels, Brazil 
has the mostpracticalexperience with pure-alcohol fuels and vehicles. 
Brazil 
An aggressive program to introduce pure-alcohol vehicles into 
market, PROALCOOL, sets both alcohol fuel and vehicle rate targets for 
1985: 2.8 billion gallons of ethanol and 350,000 alcohol vehicles to 
be produced annually. Another 470,000 older vehicles will be converted 
annually to operate on pure ethanol. 
The major companies that will help Brazil to meet its targets 
6 
are Brazilian subsidiaries of Volkswagen, Ford, General Motors, and 
Fiat. Their government has instituted a number of incentives to promote 
the program. PROALCOOL was initiated in 1975 in response to the massive 
oil price increases that began in 1973. Currently there are about 1500 
ethanol pumps, and the number is rapidly growing. 
Because some 5.3 billion gallons of diesel fuel are consumed 
annually in Brazil, compared with about 3.9 billion gallons of gasoline, 
considerable research is also underway to reduce diesel fuel consumption 
through the development of methods to use alcohol in diesel engines. 
CHAPTER III 
FUEL ALCOHOL RESEARCH AT 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
The Agricultural Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, D.aiJ!Y. 
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Science, Economics, and Microbiology departments at South Dakota State 
/ University are conducting extensive research on alcohol fuels. The 
research is sponsored by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The 
overall objective is to make a multidisciplinary study of the operational 
farm-scale fuel-alcohol plant at South Dakota State University to de-
termine the energy balance, the cost of producing one gallon of alcohol 
fuel, and to evaluate the performance of spark ignition engines using 
various gasoline/ alcohol mixtures. This evaluation was for the util·i-
zation of these mixtures with minimal modifications of the engine. 
Other objectives were to determine phase separation of alcohol-non-
leaded-gasoline fuel mixtures and relate the results to engine ef-
ficency, to prepare an economic analysis, to evaluate the animal feed 
characteristics of the stillage feed products, to prepare engineering 
estimates of cost of construction, etc. 
As there are more than 100 million engines in the United 
States designed to usegasoline, this study was made to find out if 
those engines may be inexpensively modified to use alcohol/gasoline 
blends or pure alcohol. 
OBJECTIVES: 
CHAPTER IV 
ROLE OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
IN THE FUEL-ALCOHOL RESEARCH PROGRAM 
In view of the overall SDSU program, the specific objectives 
of the experiment reported here were: 
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1. To study the feasibility of methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, 
and butanol, either pure or blended with gasoline, as alternative fuels. 
2. To compare the performance of the engine with methanol, 
ethanol, isopropanol, and butanol, either pure or blended, with 
gasoline. Simple engine modifications, such as timing changes, 
carburetor modifications, etc. were made to optimize performance with 
each fuel tested. Modifications were limited to those which could be 
easily made, and reversed, on passenger cars. 
3. To study the effect of an increase in compression ratio 
on the perf ormance of the engine using each of the fuels above. 
4. To compare the performance of the engine using pure 
methanol and methanol/gasoline blends by performing two different 
test~ vis: 
a. Using an existing gasoline engine suitably modified 
(engine timing and carburetor adjustment) to optimize the performance, 
for each of the fuels,either pure methanol or methanol/gasoline blends. 
b. Using an existing gasoline engine with the same setting 
as in the case of gasoline,and without any modifications, for each of 
the fuel~ either pure methanol or methanol/gasoline blends. 
EQUIPMENT 
1. Engine: See -Figure 1 for a photograph of the engine. 
Make: International Harvester 
Model: Silver Diamond 
Type: Reciprocating, spark-ignition engine. 
Number of Cylinders: Six 
Cylinder arrangement: In-line, vertical 
Bore x stroke: 3 9/1.6" X 4 11 
Displacement: 240.00 cubic inches 
Compression ratio: 1. Original head: 6.77:1 
2. Modified head: 7.76:1 
Type of cooling: Water cooled 
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The cooling arrangement of the engine was modified by removing 
the radiator and water pump; · cooling water was supplied from city water 
modulated through a temperature sensor. 
The carburetor on this engine was fitted with a load needle 
rather than a fixed jet. To ensure enough supply of alcohol to the 
engine, theorifice for the load screw was rebored and the main jet 
tube was redrilled to give a 35% increase in area. Also, to avoid 
vapor-lock problems arising from radiation of the exhaust manifold, the 
fuel line was changed to a neoprene hose of a larger diameter and a 
radiation shield was improvised to stop undesired fuel boiling since 
the boiling point of alcohol is lower than that of gasoline. 
2. Dynamometer: 
Determining engine torque requires the measurement of a force 
acting through a distance. Any apparatus that permits such a measurement 
10 
Figure 1: The Engine 
11 
is called a dynamometer. 
Principle of the dynamometer: See Figure 2. 
The rotor a, driven by the engine to be tested, is coupled 
to the stator b. In one revolution of the shaft, the periphery of 
the rotor of radius r moves through a distance 2rrr against the coupling 
force f. Thus the work per revolution is 
Work = 2rrrf 
The external moment, with the product of the reading P of the scale 
and the arm of length R~ balance the turning moment. Hence for N 
revolutions, Work= 2nPRN. Since horsepower is a power unit defined 
as 33,000 ft-lb per minute, the horsepower of the dynamometer becomes 
2rrPRN 
hp = 33,000 
An electric generator was used for loading the engine. The 
generator output was dissipated in resistor banks. The electric 
generator (dynamometer) having a dynamometer constant (R) of 1.33 and 
provision for measuring the direct load (P) in lbs was used. 
3. An Orsat apparatus; See Figure 3 of the photograph of 
the Orsat apparatus. 
The Orsat apparatus measures concentrations of carbon dioxide, 
carbon monoxide, and oxygen in exhaust gas. The Orsat consists of a 
measuring burette and three absorption pipettes. The pipettes are 
provided with solutions of potassium hydroxide, pyrogallic acid, and 
cuprous chloride. Potassium hydroxide absorbs carbon dioxide~ pyrogallic 
acid absorbs oxygen, and cuprous chloride absorbs carbon monoxide from 
an exhaust-gas sample. 
12 
(b) Stator 
Figure 2: The dynamometer principle 
13 
Figure 3: The Orsat apparatus 
/ 
370187 
In the Orsat apparatus, the analysis of the exhaust gases is 
determined volumetrically. 
4. Fuel weighing scales: 
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To measure the amount of fuel fed to the engine, the fuel 
weighing scales are used as shown in Figure 4. The balance is ad-
justed until the fuel container is slightly heavier than the talancing 
weights. As the fuel is consumed by the engine, the scale will grad-
ually approach the balance point. At the instant of perfect balance, 
the stopwatch is started. The beam weights are then recorded. The 
balance is readjusted by removing known weights and when perfect-
balance is again reached after the consumption of more fuel, the 
watch is stopped. The difference between the two weights at balance 
is the amount of fuel consumed in the time indicated by the stopwatch. 
This procedure gives the average fuel consumption during the time of 
the test. 
The fuel-weighing-scale method was chosen over other methods 
such as volumetric-determination of fuel consumption . or flowmeters 
because a variety of fuels having different specific gravities were 
to be used. 
5. Stroboscope: 
A stroboscope is a measuring device for determining the speed 
of rotation or frequency of vibration in machine parts. The strobo-
scope consists of a timed, flashing light which gives an periodic view 
of a moving object. 
The flywheel of the engine is marked with a piece ~f chalk. 
When the flywheel is rotating at a certain speed, the stroboscope is 
used directly as an instantaneous speed indicator by adjusting the 
15 
Figure 4: Fuel weighing scales 
16 
flash frequency until a rotating part appears to stand still. 
Other equipment such as thermometers, timing light, pressure 
gauges etc. were used to record the other engine parameters. 
Performance Factors: 
a. Power: The power obtained from the engine is most 
frequently called brake horsepower (bhp) and sometimes shaft horsepower. 
Power is defined as the time rate of doing work, and horsepower is a 
power unit defined as 33,000 ft-lb per min, or 550 ft-lb per sec. 
The kilowatt is a power unit that is equal to 550 + 0.746 or 738 ft-lb 
per sec. The engine brake horsepower is given by the equation 
bhp 
27T N T 
33,000 4.1 
where N is speed of the engine in RPM and T is engine torque in ft-lb. 
b. Torque: Torque is the twisting or turning moment, 
visualized as the work per unit of rotation (radians). Refer to the 
dynamometer mechanism illustrated in Figure 2. The external moment, 
which is the product of the reading P of the scale and the arm R is 
called torque 
T = PR 4.2 
Torque is a measure of the ability of an engine to do work, or torque 
determines whether an engine can drive a vehicle through sand or other 
obstacles. 
c. Brake Specific Fuel Consumption: 
If an engine consumes m mass of fuel in t sec, then 





Fuel flow per bhp-hr = (bsfc) 3600m 
bhp(t) 4.4 
and bsfc has units of either pound, gram, or kilogram (mass) per 
bhp-hr. The brake specific fuel consumption is a comparative para-
meter that shows how efficiently an engine is converting fuel into 
work. 
d. Thermal Efficiency: 
i) The thermal efficiency is defined for a cycle to 
show the efficiency of conversion of heat into work: 
work 
nt = thermal efficiency = [ ] heat supplied 
If this equation is appla ed to the engine process, it is necessary to 
determine the heat of combustion of the fuel. The value of the heat 
of combustion (Q) depends upon the fuel used. The calculation of Q 
values for different alcohols and alcohol/gasoline blends is shown in 
the Appendix A, and the Q values are tabulated in Appendix A under 
Table A-2. Since there are by definition 
1 hp-hr = 1,980,000 ft-lbf 
1 ft-lbf = 1,355,818J 
1 hp-hr = 2,684,519J and 
1 Btu= 1055.056J. 
Thus 1 hp-hr 2544.433 Btu 
2545 Btu 
and the energy conversion becomes 
(bsfc) Q Btu 
hp-hr 
Then the equation for thermal efficiency may be written as 
nt = bsfc x Q 
2545 
4.5 
d h h 1 ff . . 2545 100 an t e percentage t erma e ~c~ency = bsfc x Q x 4.6 
ii. Theoretical Thermal Efficiency: Theoretically, the 
thermal efficiency for the Otto engine, operating in an air-standard 
Otto cycle, is given by 
1 n = 1 - ---




in which k is the ratio of the specific heats of an ideal gas. Here ~ ~v 
is the expansion rati~ of the cycle. But this is also the compression 
ratio since the piston will retrace its steps in completing the cycle. 
[In a true thermodynamic cycle, the terms expansion ratio and com-
pression ratio are synonymous. However, in the real engine, these 
two ratios need not be equal because of the valve timing.] 
e. Compression ratio of the engine: If the displacement (D ) v 
is the volume swept by the piston in one stroke, The clearance volume 
(C ) is the volume of the compressed gases; which is also volume of the 
v 
combustion chamber; the compression or expansion ratio (CR and ~ ) 
v 
equals 
C + D 
~v = v C v = CR 4.8 
v 
See Appendix A for the calculations of the compression ratios. 
Using the above equations and the test data, the performance 
factors were calculated as shown in Appendix A. The results are 
tabulated in Appendix B. 
Also the computer programs given in Appendix C were used to 
compare the results graphically. These graphical comparisons -of 
various engine parameters using different alchols and alcohol/gasoline 
blends are shown in Appendix D. 
PROCEDURE 
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The engine was mounted on the test stand and was attached to an 
electric generator. The engine was run with the throttle partly opened, 
and the engine was loaded until the lowest desired speed was attained. 
The engine was run for a peri od of time until the water and lubricating 
oil reached definite operating temperatures . 
When the engine was operating in approximate temperature 
equilibrium, the test was started. The throt tle was fully opened, and 
the engine was loaded until the engine speed of 2700 rpm was reached. 
At this time, the carburetor was adjusted by turning out the load 
needle. See Figure 5 for a pho ograph of the load needle. The load 
needle was adjusted in such a manner that the fuel supplied to the 
engine was optimum. This was done by first supplying a rich mixture 
to the engine and then further reducing the fuel supply to the engine 
until the maximum speed of the engine was achieved. This was checked 
by a stroboscope. The engine was further loaded to compensate for this 
gain in rpm, and it was set back to 2700 rpm. 
Once the engine carburetor was adjusted, the adjustment of the 
engine timing was done by rotating the distributor manually (see Figure 
6 for a photograph of the distributor) with the aid of a stroboscope. 
The distributor position was fixed when the engine reached maximum rpm. 
Once again the engine was loaded to compensate for the further gain in 
rpm above 2700 rpm. At this time, with the help of a timing light, the 
engine timing angle was recorded . 
The engine speed of 2700 rpm was chosen mainly because it was 
20 
---------------------------- -----
Figure 5: Carburetor l oad needle adjustment 
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,.,..,, • ~ • 0 .......... E • • K. ._r• 
Figure 6: Distributor adjustment 
observed that the h.orsep m..re r deve loped by the engine is maximum at 
this speed, and the main obj ec t ive wa s to achieve maximum horsepower 
at lowest poss ible fuel consumption. 
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The load on the engi ne was then reduced t o obtain a speed of 
3000 rpm. With the engine operating at a speed of 3000 rpm, corre-
sponding readings such as fu e l consumption in lbs, time in seconds 
required to consume t he specif i c amount of fuel, engine speed in rpm, 
load in f t-lbs on the ·.ngirL 5 • l r flow in inches of water, etc. were 
recorded. After t ha t s th · -.ngine load was varied in such a manner that 
engine speed was decrease.d t1~om 3000 rpm to 1000 rpm in intervals of 
200 rpm. Correspondi ng readi1gs simi l ar to those at 3000 rpm were 
recorded. 
By using the Orsat apparatus, an exhaust gas analysis was 
carried out with a s amp le of the exhaus t gas taken at 2700 rpm. 
Similar tes ts we·e carriPJ ~ut using gasoline, and methanol, 
ethanol, isop ropanol , and bu tano . either pure or blended with gaso-
line. The test data a re s hown i n Apper.dix B. (Table 1 to Table 14). 
Also, three tests using blends f methanol and gasoline with 
volumetric proport ions of 10:90, 20:80 and 50:50 respectively were 
carried out without any adjustment of carburetor or engine timing in 
the existing gasoline engine, having a compression ratio of 6.77. 
Test data are shown in Appendix B (Table No. 28 to Table No. 30). 
Modification of the engine was made by i ncreasing the com-
pression ratio of the engine to 7.76. (See Appendix A)· Tests i~entical 
to those discussed above were carried out using methanol, ethanol, iso-
propanol, and butanol, either pure or blended with gasoline, and gaso-
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line alone. Test da t a are shown :i.n the Appendix B (Table No. 15 to 
Table No. 27). 
CHAPTER V 
DISCU~' SI N AND R.E SUI .. TS 
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In the beginning of i e e.:>q eri.ment) the engine was run with 
10-90 and 50-50 mixture a o · -~' 1 cohol and gasoline e No p roblems were 
encountered with 10-·90 mi:; '· - ... . Smoo t h ope ration was experienced, and 
satisfactory results wtA. · ''b ! a i ned. Howeve r the 50-50 mi xture caused 
a problem. No apprec:i ;,bJf.' ·:oa.di n g could be applied without stalling 
the engine. This pro .J0n 'w·~;~ inv ~-;t:i.ga ed, and it was observed that 
due to lower energy ,, , nt c'~n! :i ·1 ·he · lcoho l as compared to gasoline, the 
air/fuel rat io required f.cd :d .-·oho was different from that f or gasoline. 
Also, the alcoho l contains i ~ygen bile gasoline does not , and thus the 
alcohol requires l es .. J a:i.r 1 ~· :i.g .. it e. To solve this problem, it was 
decided to adjus t the carbQ·~t~I on the engine. 
The carburetor o 1 q '.c;: ·:,ng:Lne. .;s fitted with a load needle. The 
load needle is a ta.per -l •'h-D.f · lP "H:.:: t.t-d in t o the main j et by means of 
a screw thread adjus tment. i (~ :::ere!.<• thread arrangement allows the 
tapered shaft to be moved 1.n an out of the hole in the jet. When the 
shaft is inserted into tle hole , the fu 1 supply to the engine is 
reduced, and when shaft is unscrewed or wi thdrawn the hole opening 
becomes larger and mo re fuel is supplied to the engine. 
Using the load needle , an attempt was made t o supply more 50-50 
fuel mixture t o the engine , to ensure satisfactory operation. However, 
turning out the load needle did not seem to alleviate the problem. 
Even three full turns were insufficient. The orifice for the load 
screw was therefore rebored, and the main jet tube r edrilled for a 
35% increase in area . After this modification, satisfactory operation 
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was experienced , for both the 50- 50 mix ture. of t he alcohol and gasoline, 
and the pure alcohol. 
It is very important t nelec ·. the pr )per drill for boring the 
jets. If jets are drillE~ d. ~-t· c~ L r ge. or ··oo sm.~ 11 a number of unde-
sirable consequences occu r . l f t.he dril .l i.s too large, the resulting 
hole causes enormous fu e l ,·. ··~ · ~ ~mpt:Lon . Alcohol ~.;ill keep burning in an 
engine long after the s:-.ull"-. ""'< Jt me of gasoline \olOuld have simply flooded 
and stalled the engine. Ii. r.h:. jet size is too small , the valves might 
burn. An engine designed .i . , : ·1< .::.< l'ne wlll sputter and misfire if the 
jets are too small whe .'.t . r· 1_, 1ning on alcohol. 
A second imparl au t· · .;c: ;,or is j gni t ion timing . Alcohol is a 
cooler and slower burn:i ng. .1 , ~ ~han gasoline. The slower burning 
requires an advance in l ltn 1.( · ~ 111 tim: ng. That is, the spark plug must 
fire at a point , or time, '·-,·~·c,_· •. that required for gasoline. puring 
the experiment , it was ot::.:,:· f '.· -:.'<; il.t' t iming . djustments do help to 
give better fuel economy (-:md p c~\~ (!r.. !;•, ring each t est on the engine 
with various alcohols and a_cohol / g :.u~< ·J J ne mixtur es, the engine timing 
was advanced as described earlier to ensure the optimum engine per-
formance with the individual fuel being t ested. 
A third important factor is compression. How much the piston 
compresses the fuel air mixture in the combustion chamber deterrnines,to 
a large exte lt how much energy i s extracted . To extract maximum power 
and econumy from alcohol , the compression ratio was raised to 7.76 from 
6.77. It was not possible to raise the compression ratio above 7.76. 
As high-compression- ratio pistons fo r the particular engine model were 
not available and due to the expensive, complicated, and time-
' 
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consuming process of deckin·) 1 !v:~ b .ock) the only way to increase the 
compression ratio was miJ J..LLc. ih•' ·. y L i.nder. head. However after 
100/1000 of an inch was rr;>•r. ·.-~',· ( ''; ~. t ···'s ot.s erved that 1.· t t - . . w.,, ,.u. was no 
practical to remove more n .. a:. · .. 1 ,. , l hec;- u.se i t would have resulted in 
weak cylinder-head s ::.c t.i un:·~ .. :;, -; ~ t h~. max imurn. compression ratio ·of 7. 76 
was used for comparat r ' r.-~ l' ·'··- ·~··, ~ ·,..·:, a J t.hough a higher compression ratio 
than 7. 76 would h a ve v) 'WI" h . ;· t .-~r r.:·<:.s l s. 
The experiment 'i i_ • i. ,.., ;· , , ; ; J.r;. • catc:. tha t t he power ou t put of 
alcohol and alcohol/t-_ r~'· 1 i i •r' :-. .:: ... ~ .. ~ n -~. s e ~ "-- c.:..ntially proportional to the 
energy content o f the l ·~. l : - · ·-~ . .: ~-..,,,:· 1 to the cylinder. Ref erring to 
the Figure D-1, buta 1·d :: =' ; '.''.c:l ··w ... t 'tnum hor "'epower among the alcohols 
whereas methano l p r ·d~J~ · c.;:: i··~ ~ ~ - ~Ji ~ ' '• horsV'-1. m,;r r at most engine rpm 
values. Note that t:h~ · \: •.'\:.- ~ .. ~~:y •~· m.tent ot ·. utanol is highest o f the 
alcohols tes ted and t 1, • ,-:·. ,_ ~~ . ··1'!.. ·.n. · of rn " thanol is lowest (Tab le 
A-1). The same r esu. t~ :he higher comp ression 
ratio of 7. 76, see Fi.b uzv• l ·2. 
Also it is observt:: l th~' ~~ i i.' .·:.k'· 3 .,e ci fl1 .: f ue l consump t ion is 
always greater for al cohol and alcoh(:} ,:t:asoline b lends than f o r gaso-
line, and it depen ds upon the energy co t·n t of the mixture . Figure 
D-3 indicates that the engine b urning meth ~tl10 l consumes ma x imum f uel, 
followed by ethanol , i sopropanol, and btttanol. These consumpti on rates 
V i h ec.~tt1."ng values of th a lcohols. Also it is ary nverse ly wit the: 
observed that for any particular alcoho l , the 10-90 mixture produces 
maximum horsepower and minimum brake specific fuel con s umption as 
compared to 50-50 mixture , and pure alcohol. 
(See Figures D-5 to D-8). 
For the given compression ratios and optimum engine ad-
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justments, the therma l eff ~ \ .. : t·r~. ie.s o f gasoline, alcohol, and alcohol/ 
gasoline blends are f oun J 1 . • i < ·;;u ')[-)tan :lo l ly similar. See Tables 
1-14 for the comp r e s si un ,:··-;.t·; d 6 . 77, and Table 15-27 for the com-
pression ratio o f 7 . 7). 
The increase : .. n ;1u,,. -· ·t ·,u tpu t > be ter f uel consumption, and 
higher thermal ef f i c i.c:nc./ :u· .. nl..HH.! v · d fo r both alcohol and alcohol/ 
gasoline blends f or ~,-.. c- '1\1\:J ~ .':u .• ot rati o of 7 . 76 compared to that of 
6. 77 (See Figures I . 1) ' 1·~-· _; ·.~. 
Referring t o i be · ~·, : 1 • l .• ~.~! c;. 1 at 1600 rpm brake horsepower 
developed by the e nP,::I' 1'-'' "-'' ; f . l: / _ f •: a nd brake specific fuel consumption 
was found as 0. 4906 Lf·;:; .' nli{'· " ··. Tbat means i n one hour the engine 
would have consume d 2 t. ,., .· l : .. -:-: z 1 ;.1 · "C..' .. i1 e. I n t he similar manner 
referring to Tab l e .. 'c. l • :' .. ' c··,-•;".· f 'l • \01 ld h ave consumed 24.54 lbs of 
10:90 mixture of me t:1 .y J , . . .r-. d. v:1.d L<:. '~U J ;_n an d 24. 50 lbs. of 10:90 
mixture of ethy l alochoi. ·· _.J L:.:'~().l l.1 ,~ .. ~.,. 1.6 00 .pm, (Table No. 3). Also 
in the cases of 50 :50 D''l' l t1<,· c. s t:l;.: tu·· l c:ons umpt i on figures at 1600 rpm 
were 28.42 lbs and 29 99 J~ s reopccti~~Jy se. Table No. 7 and 8). 
Taking into considerat'on tte s ~ ~ cific gr avi ties of different 
alcohols as per Table A-1~ the amount ·of gasoline consumed in 10:90 
mixture of methyl alcohc l and gas oline was 21.78 lb s and in the 10:90 
mixture of ethyl alcoho l and gasoline was 21.76 lbs. Also in the 
cases of 50: 5 0 mixture t 1e s ame f igure s were 14 .03 lbs and 13.22 lbs 
of gasoline for methyl and e thyl a lcohol respect ively. This clearly 
shows that when alcohol gasoline blends are use d there . is substantial 
saving in the gaso line consumption and t h is saving is more when per-
centage of alcohol in the a l cohol ga s ol ine b l end is more. 
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Lastly, it i s ·)bs~~:··· ~~ t wh e n var ious blends of methanol/ 
gasoline are use d in t'tP <'L<"', · ;, lHvi n{~ ~..>p timal setting for 100 percent 
gasoline, the power ou t ."If v· • 1.·· •"V',i.fl?: :is f ound to be reduced as 
compared to the pnwe.r e•iLi -. , · ~~ 1· ;..· s~1m.1~ methanol/gasoline blend 
with the engine setti r.~~ ; 1· 'l'.t •· •• pt~:mal performance for that 
particular methanol/ g e~• · ~I ; .. ' ::. · J. AJ though the difference in the 
power output for 10- 9rt .•-l .: . .. · · • . : :1 ;),. much (see Figure D-18), the 
power output differen ... · ' '\ ··' .• 11 n1 .i :t u re, is significant (see 
Figure D-20). Also • 1 ',. = ; ~ .l t t 1 -· engine failed t o run on 
100% alcohol withou t ' I <( ~;· ' . ·/. C'!~; Jn t he carburetor and engine 
timing which were s e~ r .. ~ . :· ... . ··i th .JOO percent gasoline. 
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GHAPTER VI 
The spark i gn i.fon gP,~ ·.-~Line ftH?.Jed~ internal combustion engine 
dominates the moto r vehJ.cJ.e. !1,;; r-t~. t ~ and ·.s anticipated to do so through 
the remainder of thi s ce~·Jtu r :r . Tt is used i n almos t every type of 
vehicle from motor cyc L::· '.; a,1d z<u ~ 'tr.o1 ··.1es t o l ight a nd medium-duty 
trucks and buses , a s vw 1 .. . ~'.; •1•. )il' h ... gh•v.~.ay application s including chain 
saws, garden equipment~ 'l r•. f·"~,· ft tr.tc.ks ~ an d stationary power gener-
ators. 
Today with the i:~~ . . i .:~· . ... Ldr.~:'.t-y of petr oleum and the search for 
an independent ene r gy l~ .=L.· · i , .. ·· t. r;u., ~~ lH. r ··ation , a lcohols are being pro-
posed as fuels to s up;1 1< "'" ,,{. Y:l!c.stic o:LJ. and natural gas supplies. 
The exp e rimen t:J : r. ·.;·· ·.~.L :· ::.hn!7 l ·1 a 10% a l cohol/90% gasoline may 
be used in eng ines de .:> i r;)•i .5 fn · g~;; .-~·:in ,: · ~·Ji. t h at t modifications, and this 
pertains to methanol , f< ? 1 r<:~ t''\ ' .. , ) · ;.':' · 'L''·'.1w !~ a d b utanol . 
Gasoline blend , )j1 l.C' :.o / :,;1 .'. 211 clU:Y o . these alcohols may be 
used if easy modi fica tio1 ,, i~e ca~hlr~, r adjustment and ignition timing 
are made to the IC en gines des-{ gneJ := :t· r·~ re gasol ine; however, a spark-
ignition engine des i gned to us e ga soline must be mod i f ied to use pure 
alcohol. Changes required for me thanol, ethanol~ isopropanol, and 
butanol use are technica lly similar, bu[ the fuels cannot be used inter-
changeably with ut carburetor a djustment. The basic engine changes 
include increasing the compress ion r a tio, enlarging the carburetor jets, 
adjusting the ignition timing . 
· was perf ormed on a stationary engine and 
Since the experlment 
under 1 d further r esearch in the area of cold-aboratory con iti ons, 
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weather starting and operat]Ptt :s recommended . Also, instead of a 
stationary engine, an au tom :..:.~d : ( .: houl '1 be used for the experiment. 
Different operating cond~· ti. ·· :~ ~ . ~.:ur.h as. tes ing an au tomobile with 
various throttle posi io,1s, :·.·i !:'1' -~.i: c.omp ession ra t i os etc. should be 
investigated. 
Lastly, t he du ;·<.:.:1.: ·; ·,u r ( t 1-, e. e.~ gj ne test wi th each type of 
alcohol was only for a -~'·!V .· .':~r·: .: .ncl it is not possible from these 
tests to predic t th 1<~ ·: , 1 .•, 1 • ~ /, -~~d t ; ty f the engine mate rials to with-
stand the corrosive -~.a(··:( ; .. · iv~; ·~,f alcohols f or longer periods. 
Further study is recormW.'J' 1·· .• -~ •. 1 n-,Jf; <:!rea a: sc. 
/ 
A nationwide pr·.~,. ?J.. ,_.,hc.J.~ fuLl production could have 
favorable direc t and :1 r; · • 
the expected benef its !·v· . .- .. '·,} ''r:·•1i.l: f~t·~~ a large-scale alcohol 
fuel program inc lude a. ' .. -~ • • •. itt i ~ ~. ~ i J I !~ ;· f ' ) ,~. ' ·f icit , and decrease in 
foreign oil dependencQ, '!\. i .:.1 ~ . . .! .'.t It.' -a te of consumption of 
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Calculations for determining heating values of gasoline and alcohol/ 
gasoline blends: 
a) Gaso line - 8 8 octane 
A reference s ea] f,. t·u nlPas ure SI knock has been established by 
arbitrarily select ing rwc fr·~ary reference fuels. Isooctane has been 
assigned an "oc tane rat1.ng" o.: 100 while heptane, has been assigned an 
"octane rating" of 0. TrH' •r( ,C ~·a .e rat1.ng" of any f uel is found by 
comparing its kno ck i.r•t.m·}.:~·; Ly ~.,;~ir.l, arious mixtures of heptane and 
isooctane. For examp lc· ~ ~~! l r (;i;. il'l • rating of 88 a ssigned to gasoline 
means that the kno ck i~it."r1r-lty · t. a standard engine and at standard 
conditions is equivaJ. e·J.l.t. tq tLa t 1f 8 mixture of 88 parts isooctane and 
12 parts of heptane by '11 .>J .E·-~" By u::.in.g Table A-1 we can write for the 
heating value o f 88 cc\ ·i! l C' r: -~~.r.., o1."L .,: 
(0 . 88 X Sp, ~.1 , (t~ isouct .?..! e J< h igher heating value of 
1 r.ooctane, Btu/lb) 
+ (0 . 12 x sr), g! . ot llep tEmc ·. highe r heating value of 
heptane Btu/lb) 
(0.8 8 ~---;;p ·-· g·i: .. _~~ of .. ia~~l ~.~-tc;·:~~~·+ (0.12 x sp. gr. of heptane) 
(0.88 X 0.692 X 20556 + (0 . 12 X 0 .684 X 20668) 




= 20569. 3 B u / lb 
This higher heat ing value of 88 octane gasoline is u sed to calculate 
other heating values 0 the different gasoline/alcohol blends. 
b) · for determining higher heating value of Sample calculat~ons 
methanol and 88 octane gasoline blend. 
Table A-1 -r.;e have a higher heating value of Referring to ' 
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can write higher heating value of 10:90 me thanol-gasoline blend 
(volume basis ) 
(0.1 x sp. gr. me thanol x hlgher heating value of) + 
me hanol in Btu/ lb 
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+(0.9 x sp. gr . of 88 o~tane gaooline x higher heating value 
= -------~~-- "'·· -··--· · __ --~ of gasoline Btu/lb) (0.1 x sp. gr . of metnancl + 0 . 9 x sp. gr . of gasoline) 
= 
(0 .1 X Q. 79 2 2(:-~ !.(~. ·1.~ J_~2:_.0. 691 X 20.5,,;_6_9;....,)::.__ __ _ 
(0.1 x0.792) + {0.9 .,;. ,-~.691 ) 
13565 • 64 _ ) 9 3 1 9 J I t ~ 
= . 0 • 7 0 11 •• . ..! f.,' l \ ~ , I •) < 
In the similar mam r.J ·; i 11~i!8 r heating values of other alcohol/ 





Higher heating values for gasoline, pure alcohol and alcohol/gasoline 
blends. 
------------- ·-······--- .. , ·--~-·-------
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Calculations for determining the compression ratio of the engine 
a) Compress ion ratio of the engine with a.n original head. 
Compression ratio as per equation ~~ . 2 is equal to 
c + D 
CR = v v c v 
where D = the v volume swept b the pis .on in one stroke and 
Cv = the clears.ncP. volume and is the. vo lume of the 
combust :i.on l :·1mb :. r. 
Since diameter (d) of t·t.L.. p~· ston L 3 {-g inches and stroke (h) 
is 4 inches the vo lume SW{=:-.pt t~y the-! p.' ~-:ton :iJ one st roke will be 
7T X (3 J_) / "' I ] 6 ..... . \ 
=-- - ~ · ···~· - ·. 
i) The clearance volumt~ is cur p1. i.~· .:-. c~ • f two volumes, i) volume 
(C
1
) in the cylinder block (volrune betw en ~he surface of the piston 




) in the cylinder he~d where exhaus t and intake 
valves are located. 
Due to the unsymrnetric design of the cylinder head and cylinder 
block combustion chambers> it was no t possible to dete rmine the total 
combustion chamber volume by measuring physical dimensions of the 
chamber. The chamber volume was therefore measured by filling with 
water through a fla t glass plate. 
(See Figure 7 of the photograph of 
the plate, used to measure the volume of the combustion chamber) . 
I 
Figu J:e ~'/.. t·~,: .; ·\ :. 
'JC ill' , 
:: '·t'Slt ion chamber 
: I ,. f '> . , ) r:~.'-~1:' h e a d o 
38 
39 
By using th (~ plate 's mentioned above, the surface between plate 
and cylinde r head wns Sf';a J t.~ ·I by means o f grease . Then liquid was 
slowly poure d in th .~ . i 1 ''1 1:b~ ·~· 1.hrcugh. the hole in the plate, until the 
combustion chamber .i,; i.:b <'':··~_:nder head was completely filled. The 
total volume o f th t: ; · ! ' \.) .. 'Y :··qui :re.d to fill the combustion chamber is 
equal to t he vo l umP ! I' ·' \' ;);'; l ' :• st.ion chamber c
2
' in the cylinder head • 
The same proc edur .. '•: = 
VOlume c
1
, in the ()'I ' ~ I 1 
Thus the 
Thus the 
The ac tual 1 ... • t, 
c2 -· (1 
.. 
~ .. . 
to ta l comh tt 
c .. {' 
v \..• ~: 
Further by ( ·· ... 
c = f'J. 
v 
compression t; • • .i 
CR = 




CR = 6.7 7 
.1 .:J to de ~ ermine the combustion chamber 
, ' ; r k < 
, ' _; ·l '· · ~ m 1 "' ·1 1.3 ml 
. ·. ·. i l ~ 1 ..: 1 (··~ ~ t:bic inches we ge t 
, .. ' ··: 
t (1: · ,:'J. g:i W ' '' '- t h t he original head equals: 
f • g ' wi th the modif ied head: b) Comp ression ra t.:ic o: tne en :tnE. 
Since the obj ect l. 1,:- :Jf the experi nent was to increase the 
compression ra t i o of the. ~ngine and then to study the performance of 
the engine us ing pure alcoho l and alcoholigasoline blends, it was 
~~mp~~~ {on ratio of the engine by modifying. 
decided to increase the CU~·L a ~ a 
the existing cylinder head. 
Although there are number of way s by which 
Of the 
engine can be increased, the simplest and 
the compression ratio 
I 
40 
most economical way ·f. s to ,,.1 ~ j fy the cylinder head or in other words to 
reduce th e vo1 ume o · tht · ~ ··iJ.b.u s tion chamber in- the cylinder head. This 
modificat ion was actL~ ~:; .. -~.--· ,,;· removi ng 100/1000 of a n i nch of material 
by surface milling o' -.. .. • ·, :, : uder head . (See Figure 8 of the photograph 
of the cylinde r hE·dd ~ · ·, · ,., ·.'LUng operation). The 100/1000 of a inch 
was the maximum pCJ::·, r.::; i:.: .:-.n ;,_.;•r. w i ch could be taken off from the 
:···.r:· \ :'i_:_ the cylinder head. (Although more 
material removal wr.<! i : · _, ,. '. ·· "": 1_- cd in higher compre ssion ratio, at 
the same time Vi'H ! ·' •, · .. ,· I c·r.:~d (.UJ in Very Weak Cylinder head SeCtiOnS). 
After t e c.~l; ; ,,. ; .. -_· b: .. : 1 \<;..; :J ma dif ed the vo lume of the combustion 
chamber in the cy J:>·I:l··•· : i··.>: l \,;1·.~ M?a~ured and was found 46 . 5 ml. Thus 
there was a reduc ~--; .-, · ·: ·, .~~ ~ ... ~:: ~~·J.wn e- i.n t he combustion ch amber of · 
the cylinder he ad _;, ; ,. :.· . l ~,,, !' •"1 ·.:.1 · c:onib ustion chamber v olume of the 
engine with the mud·: · ···· · ,. t. ·~,.i'~~~ ,· 11 ,. ·~ 1 'v.as eq ual to 
c ( J. '"' v 
~ ' • i · .. -~~ ~ 
·,, ... 
• • f. -:- 11 ~·_.-,L r.:. tr,;.o_ ._,, i t h the modifie d head The compresslo, -~tlo o ~! - ~-
equals to: 
CR 




CR (new) ~ 7 • 7 6 
5 .89 + 39.87 cubic inches 
5.89 
rhe engine was increased by an a pproximate 
Thus the compression ratio of ~ 
I 
42 
value of unity by modifying the existing cylinder head. 
Sample calculations for determining the performance factors of 
the engine: 
For the sample calculations, data obtained using 10:90 mixture 
of methanol /gasoline and the compression ratio of 6.77 was used. Refer-
ing to Table No. 16 from Appendix B, a test shows that when engine 
speed (N) was 1793 rpm, the dynamometer recorded a load (P) of 109.1 
lbs. and 0. 5 lbs of fuel was consumed in 66 seconds. By using the 
equation 4.2 as discussed in Chap ter IV we can write 
1) Torque = P x R 
where P dynamometer or scale reading lbs. 
R dynamometer constant = 1.33 
Substituting values of P and R we get 
Torque T = PR 
109.1 X 1.33 
= 145.10 ft-lbs. 
2) Brake Horse Power: (bhp) 
By using equation 4.1 we can write 
bhp 
2TI X 1793 X 145.10 = 49 . 53 = 33000 
3) Brake specific fuel consump tion (bsfc) by using equation 4.4 
we can write 
bsfc = 3600 x m t X bhp 
where m =mass of fuel in lbs consumed in t seconds. 
Substituting the values of m, t and bhp we get, 
bsfc 3600 x 0.5 = 0.5506 lbs/bhp-hr 66 X 49.53 
43 
4) Thermal effi -:ien<:·.y : 
Using equ:a t ·i un f . 6 ·>\re can write 
2545 
The. ·m · :. e f j J ·: i 0ncy ::. _b_s_f _c_x_Q_ x 100 
where Q ~ iJ; ;t.hr• r h~~a ti..n g value of the fuel in Btu/ lb 
bs fc IL: nt-·.2 .. ~re.ci fic f uel consumption in lbs/bhp-hr. 
Substituting the '·(J~ t (:; ni b .. ,fr and the Q value of the 10:90 mixture 
of methanol / gaso15 11" )- J) •t•l ·r.-:\;,-. · '~ A-2 we get 
Q :: J ~} . . ' . ·~ ·.: . . 1 I I 'I t. 
Thern r· ! : ·: 
25 45 
0.55 06 X 19,349 X lOO 23.88% 
b) Theo ret i.caJ :.!,,., . , •:·. · .. :· ~ ~; ·; ~- j cmcy : 
Using equD. 1 ·j 'l' . • -.. · . . ··.n:·~ ~o~ri e theoretical thermal efficiency 
J 
where ~v is t he e:xp::~< ., , 1 ·,, •. o,d( i d1 '.s also t he compression ratio (CR) 
and k is t he ratt o o;· · ) · : ·' · .~ t _. oi the ideal gas. In this ex-
periment since tl e .i:' •:· d ,. .,; :11 ue of k b ecomes 1. 4. Sub-
sti tuting the values c i l· ,·· ~: i ·1: ~lt: r.t~t theore tical thermal efficiency 
1 
l 




l - --.... ~·----




= 1- 0.465 3 ~ L.5346 or 
53 .46% 
In a similar manner, theoretical thermal efficiency of the engine with 
the modified cyl inder head and compression ratio of 7 .76 would be 55.93%. 
• 
44 
By using the equations as discussed in Chapter IV and the sample 
calculations as discussed above, the test data for various pure alcohols 
and alcohol/gasoline blends were analyzed and results are tabulated 
in the Appendix B. 
45 
APPENDIX B 
DATE: Feb. 21, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Non e 
COHl'RESS lON RA'l' I O : 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE l'ERCENTAGE : 100 




JOOO 74. 5 - - -----··- -
l 798 Bl .O ·-·---
25 98 92 . 6 ·-- ----·--- - --- - -
2lt00 99 . 6 --------· 
2100 .1 07. 2 
2001 112 .0 
_  l80Q__ . 116 . 1 
_] 6fl.Q_. __ .. J 18 . 1 
_lM}l 121 . 2 
1192 120. 8 --- ··--- - -----








0 . 5 
>----
0.5 
O. J - -
0.3 
r------
0 . ] 
~~ 
0 . ] 
0 . 3 
____  _i~:_l_ 
0.] 
1--- ---
0 . 3 
1---- - -
TAUl.E NO . l 
TEST DATA 




co % 0.4 
02 % 0 
ENGINE Tl~llNG: 42° 
-----· ---- -
TIHE TORQUE D.ll.P. BSFC TliElillAL AI R FLOW 
SECS. FT-LBS. LBS/BHP-IIR Eli'FlClENCY METER 
PERCENT I NCUES OF 
\~ATER 
-·---- ----- · - - · 
52 99.08 56 . 59 0 . 6116 20. 2) 2 . 50 -- - ·---- - -
SLt 109.06. 58.10 0. 57 37 21 . 56 2 . 50 - ------- - --- --·---· 
J2 12].15 60 . 92 0. 55 40 22 . 33 2 .45 -- ·------ --~·---~--r--------- - - ------
33 132 . 46 60 . 5] 0.5406 22 . 88 2 . 30 
- !-------· - --- . - -
35 142 . 57 )9.72 0 . 5166 23 . 95 2 . 20 
·- -----·- · 
38 148 . 96 56 ./5 0 . 5008 2L._ 70 2 .10 -·--- - --------- -~· · -----
41 l~)lt .Ltl 5~ . 92 0 . 497 7 24. 85 2 . 00 
-·- -- -- - -
_l&_ ___ 15 7. 0 7 4 7. H5 0 . 4906 25 . 21 _ _!.:iQ_ __ I------- ------ - -- --------- ----
50 161 . 19 t,2. 99 0 . 502 4 24.62 1 .60 --- ·---- -- 1-·- --·----- -· -·-----
5h 160 . 66 36 . Lt6 0 . 5289 2J . )9 
------· 1---- ------- -- - ··- -·---- ---- -- ··-- ---
65 159 . 06 10. 1'· 0 . 5476 22 . 1l 9 
- -- --- --- -------- ------ -- ----- - - ·- -- ---- ,__ ____ _ - -- .p-. ~ 
DATE: Harcl1 13, 1981 
Ti'PE Oli' ALCOHOL :He tlly 1 
CONPRESS ION RATIO : 6 . 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 90 










.•. ----·-----··-------· --- ·--
30ll 7~~ 0.3 29 -- -
2 80 J 81, 0 . ] 2 8 ·- ---- - - ---




- --·----- ··- ----
95.76 54.89 - -- --
111.72 59.62 
__ 2.5~L- _9i!.L20 o. J 29 ·- - l9.2Q__ 59.34 
!.400 95.40 0.3 32 26.88 57.97 ----- - ---·- · 
2 2 0 l 9 9 . 7 0 0 . 3 3 J - !- 32.60 55.56 ----------
'l6 138.05 52.57 




co % 0.2 
02 % 1.8 
ENGINE TIMING: 44° 
BSFC THERNAL AIR .FLOW 
LBS/BUP-HR EFFICIENCY HE 'fER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
HATER 
0.6784 19.]8 2.5 
0.6469 20.33 2.5 
0.6275 20.96 2 .45 -·-1 
0.5997 21.93 2. t.o ------------- - -----
0.5889 22.33 2.30 --·- -
0.5706 23.05 2.10 ·- 2000 _ _1103. 80 -~---1 ------ - --- - - ----
1800 tl08. 20 I o. 3 I 39 
_  _.lf!QZ _ _ 1 o 8 . _ §Q__ o . J 4 4 
.43. 90 49.31 0.5615 23. L•2 1.92 - ----
-~4. 41__ - Lt4 .19 0.5554 23.68 1. 80 
__ j~Q_l _ p11.2o 1--~- 1 48 L• 7. 89 '39.45 - 0.5703 2'L06 ] . 6 
120'>jll]. ~_Q_f----Jh2 t 35 
__ _1Q09 1~ 4. !.Q__j __ JL_ 2 - _12 _ __ . __ _ 
50.82 34.60 0.5945 22.12 l. 4 ! - ---- - - ---- - r- - e---- ---1 
52.~5 29.30 0.6298 20.88 1.2 ·- ----- ,_ _____ 
·--~ - -- "-' '-l 
DATE: Harch 14, 19tll 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Etltyl 
CO~WRESSION RATIO : 6. 77 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 90 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 10 
s PEED LOAD FUEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUttEO 
LBS. 
-----
~996 74.3 0.5 
- -
W03 Blt. 3 0.5 -
~.§_02 - - 91.6 - O.J 
2402 96.3 0.3 ·--
~lzn __ _lQ!L_L f--.o. 3 
2002 104.6 0.3 - ------
l800 109.3 0.3 
1602 _ l_l_l&_ r--__!L_] ___ -----
l!t!lL_ r-_l_l__L_L_ _J.L.l_ _ __ 
l.fO!.L_ -~] t,. 8 _Q~L __ 




















121 .82 60.]5 
1 2tL 07 58.57 
])3 . 26 55.20 
139. 11 53.02 
lll'). ]6 _0!_.81 _ _ 
lL~8. 42 ~f__6 _ _ 
1') .l
1
0tl . _!ill,]') ___ 
11)2.68 _ }(L_88 --
61 -- ~-_l_il£_2~- _l~, /i 7 




co % 0.2 
02 % 0.2 
ENGINE TIMING: 42° 
BSFC THERHAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BIIP-IIR EFFICIENCY HETEU 
PERCENT INCHES 01 •• 
WATER 
-
0.6260 20.64 2.50 
.. 
0.6016 21.47 2 .50 r--- -- -
0.5964 21.66 2 .lti_ .....:_ 
0.5761 22 .43 2.40 
0.5582 _,___l_Lll _2..s._ 'i0_ 
0.5504 23 .47 2.20 
0,5287 2'• . 43 2,00 
___ o_. 5'•23 ___ 21.82 1 . 80 ---
_ _Q__J_6Y4 22 69 1 . 60 
0. 57]] 22 .53 l . L~() 
o.srqo 2 2..J.l_ ___ L2l!_ __ +' 
(X) 
DATE; Harch 14, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Isopropyl 
COHPRESS ION RATlO ; 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 90 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 10 
SPEEll LOAD FUEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUttEU 
LBS. 
3006 74.8 0.5 
2825 84.3 0.5 
_ _2.6Q6. 92 . 1 O.J 
2~06 22.2 0 . 3 
2192 103.0 0.3 
2005 106 . 3 0.3 
1800 · 1!2.8 - O. J 
161 7 113 . 8 O.J 
1392 115.0 0.3 -
1181 117.2 0.3 






















122. '•9 60.77 
127.94 58 . 61 
136 . 99 57.17 
-




152.95 40.53 ----- -
155.87 35.10 
158.53 30.18 




co % 0. 3 
02 % 0. 0 
ENGINE TIMING: 46° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BllP-HR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.5965 21 . 46 2.6 
0 . 5739 22 . 30 2.5 
0.5553 23 . 05 2.5 
0 . 5414 23.64 2 .4 
0 . 5397 23 . 72 2.4 
0.5265 24.31 2. 2 
0.5123 24 . 99 2. 0 
0.5039 25.40 1 . 8 
0 . 5123 24 . 99 1. 6 
0 . 5397 23.72 1. 4 
0 . 5505 23 . 2.5 1 . 2 
- ~ \.0 
DATE: March 18, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL : lluty 1 
COHPRESS ION RATIO : 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE 90 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE 10 
SPEI~D LOAD l~'UEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUttED 
LBS. 
2988 77.2 0.5 
2H!L, 85.4 0.5 
2599 94.10 0.5 
2366 97.3 0.5 
··-
2193 104.0 0.5 
1972 107.90 . 0.5 
1800 -113.10 0.5 
1575 114.8 0.3 
1403 115.6 0.3 
1194 117.6 0.3 --



























153.74 - 4.1.07 
156.40 35.55 -
_ _ _ __1_5_ L. B.l_~ .... 2-9_._57 
-




co % 0.4 
02 % 0 
ENGINE TIMING: 45° 
BSFC TIIERHAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BHP-UR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.6042 21.07 2.40 
0.5688 22.38 2.40 -
0.5483 23.22 2. 35 
0. 5324 23.91 2.30 
0.5194 24.51 2.20 
0.5388 23.63 2.00 
0.5134 24.80 1.80 
0.52{12 24_~28 1. 70 
0 5166 2 3 72 1 50 
015{12~ '1.3.47 1.30---
- _0_.._55_3) 2J.Ol _l_.lQ_ - lJl 0 
DATE: March 10, 1981 
TYPE OF AI.COUOL: Methyl 
COMPRESSION RATIO: 6.77 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 80 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 20 
SPEED LOAD l~UEL 
RPM LllS. CONSUltED 
LBS. 
3021 73.3 0.5 
2802 83.7 0.5 
2589 89.9 0.3 
2400 94.6 0.3 
2204 98.2 0.3 
2QOQ 101.6 0.3 
1806 106.7 0.3 
1670 108.8 0.3 
1406 113.3 0.2 
1199 112.6 0.2 



























149.75 )Lt .18 
llt8. 02 28.38 




co % 0.10 
02 % 0.60 
ENGINE TIMING: 44° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BllP-liR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.7133 19.64 2.50 
0.6589 21.26 2.50 
0.6545 21.40 2.45 
0.6261 22.37 2.40 
0.6357 22.04 2.30 
0.6173 22.69 2. 2fi 
0.5982 23.42 2.05 
0.5868 23.87 1.90 
--
0.5950 23.54 1.65 
0.6383 21.95 l.L,o 






DATE: ·Feb . 12, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL : Methyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO ; 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 50 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 50 
SP EED LOAD li'UEL 
RP~·l LBS. CONSUHEO 
IJiS. 
2995 74.4 0.5 
2801 83.0 0. 5 
2599 89 4 0 4 
_ 2402 93.8 0. 3 
2204 96.7 0.3 
2001 100.6 0.3 
1800 105.6 0.3 
1607 109.3 0 . .1 
1402 115.3 0.3 
1202 _ __ 114.8 ·o.2 
~ 













L_ _ __]2 ___ ~ -
TABLE NO. 7 
TEST DATA 









145.36 44. l.J 
153.34 40.92 -
152.68 34.93 
~ llt~. ~0 2 7-.93 




co % 0.1 
02 % 0.3 
ENGINE TIMlNG: 46° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BHP- H.R EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.8395 20.48 2.40 
Os 7859 21.87 2.40 
0. 7649 22~~z 2.J5 
0. 7282 23.61 2.30 
0.7148 24.05 2.20 
0. 7064 24.34 2.05 
0.6801 25.28 1.90 
0.6746 25.48 1.65 
0.6767 25.40 1.50 - ,__. 
0.7107 24.19 1.30 
-








DATE : Feb. 10, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Ethyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO~ 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 50 
Al.COHOJ... PERCENTAGE ~ r)G 
TABLE NO. 8 
TEST DATA 




SD A ~ ~ 2 
-.. ....... 
~~::· -2 ~ / ... 
::"· \· :· · ~ - -'; .. F ~ ;~. r .iii ~ :-.; {~_ -· · , 
---·------------ T ···----· --··--·-- . - - -- - -- -·- -- - -- - ~---- · ·-··· -- --- ··- -·--- -· - --.- - - ---- ---r-----· -· ---1 









'I'J~:-, _:_ ::E: :2" rc \J r:· ., 
l•·r ~ ... L ~S ,. 
~- :: :~ ... 
UBS/ ;H?·- ~ta 
}: ;~ ::A -.."\. "i:.,:: ;, , A ~ fi J!. !l.\. ~ A..£iL if~ 
EFFICI~NCl~ METER 






~ 74~4 ~~~ 0:_5 __ ~ 40 , 9fl.95 56.58 0 . 795 3 19.48 2.45 I 
8).3 I 0.5 · 41 110 .78 59.03 0.7437 20.83 2.40 
I 
90 . 1 0.5 42 119.83 59 .36 0.7219 21.46 2.40 
2401 94.8 I 0.3 I 27 I 126.08 I 57.63 I 0.6940 I 22.32 I 2.35 
2204 98.5 I 0.3 29 131.00 54.96 0.6776 22.86 2.30 . I 
2002 102.5 0.3 31 136.32 51.95 0.6706 23.10 2.10 
_1801 106.1 0.3 34 1Ltl.11 48.38 _ 0.6565 23.59 2.00 1 
1602 109.2 0.3 38 145.23 44.29 0.6417 24.14 1.80 
_1399 111.6 0. 3 41 148.42 39.53 0.6663 23.25 1.60 -
1201 110.2 0.2 31 146.56 33.51 0.6931 22.35 1.40 
1006 ~108. 3 0.2 37 144.01 27.58 0.7055 21.96 1.20 Vl w 
DATE: Fel>. 14, 1981 
TYPl~ OF ALCOHOL : I sopropyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO: 6.77 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE: 50 
50 ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE: 
SPEED LOAD FUEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUMED 
LBS. 
3002 71.2 0.5 
2801 81.6 0.5 
2599 91.1 0.5 
2406 95.3 0.5 
2197 102.1 0.5 
2000 104.8 0.5 
1803 ] 11.3 0.5 - . 
1600 ] 12.6 0 5 
__ _ lifi.6_ 116 1 0 5 
1200 118.] 0,_2 
~ 
























___l!!JL_ 02 50.81 
____l_!!U_5 _ ~~-
154 n7 !! l I~~) 
1 '>7 QI _ __ -~88 
155 . 74 2-9.59 
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPH 
co % 13.6 
2 
co % 0.3 
02 % 0.0 
ENGINE TIMING : 44° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FI.OW 
LBS/BIIP-'HR EFFI CIENCY METER 
-
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.7558 19.44 2.45 
0.7069 20.79 2.40 
0.6673 22.02 2.40 
0.6597 22.28 2.30 
0. 61t68 22.72 2.25 
0.6522 22.53 2.10 
0.6326 23.2] 1.90 
0 61.66 2].8'i l.ZQ 
0 6301: 2JL32 1 50. 
0 6688 21~7 __L_JO -





BATE: Feb. 1:4, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Butyl 
COHPRESS ION RATIO : 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 50 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 50 
TABLE NO. 10 
TEST UATA 
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 Rl)M 
co % 13. 8 
2 
co % '··' · 2 





g ------------·-~------·-- --T ---·-· -·-·--
--- .__.-.. .-.-----· -- -.-~~--r· - - - -- ~--,--~- ~-- ~ ... ----- -·---- - · ·---.....- --~. -- ........ ----!' 
LOAn ~ ~ All 
RPM LBS. 
\ 
CONSUHf~f.JI \i s~c~, ~ r·r- s_;. 
( Lk35/tHP-HR i EFFICIENCY~ METER i: J..J3S. ii b PERCENT INCHES OF ! ~ 
I t ~ WATER 
\. t ~ 
--- ~; 
43 • 101 . 61 58.09 0 .7206 19.79 2 . 40 3003 76.4 0 . 5 
i--------1'-
83.8 I 0.5 44 111.45 59 .32 0.6896 20.68 2. 40 I 2796 
2598 92 . 3 0.3 27 122. 75 60 . 71 0 . 6588 21.65 2 .35 
2391 98 .1 0.3 30 130.47 59.38 0.6062 23 .5 3 2. 35 - --· 
_ _22 0 l 104.3 0.1 30 138 .71 58.12 0.6194 23.02 2.20 --
_ 2ill}!L_ 111 6 0 ] }4 1 ~8.~ 2 53.00 0.5993 23.80 2.10 
1803 114.6 0.] 35 152 .41 52.31 0. 5898 24.18 1.90 
1581 117.3 0.3 38 156.00 t.6. 95 0.6053 23.56 1.70 
r---· 
1413 118.1 0.3 42 15 7. 07 42.25 0.6086 23.43 1.50 
1203 122.2 0.3 46 162.39 37.22 0.6307 22.61 1.30 
985 t ] 17.3 0.3 56 156.00 29 . 25 0.6593 21 , 63 1.10 .. lJI VI 
-
DATE: li'eb. 3 , 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL : Methyl 
CO~WRESSION RATIO: 6.77 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE: 0 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE 100 
SPEED LOAD .FUEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUHED 
LBS. 
3001 75.3 0 5 
2801 82.1 0 .5 
2599 88.0 0 . 5 
2410 92.3 0.5 -
2198 95 7 0.5 
2000 99.3 0 5 
1800 ]0.1 9 0.3 
_ lfill_L 106 7 0 3 
___ li{}u__ 1017 0 3 
1.203 101.2 0.2 
























]]5.83 46 44 
__lll....9.L L,]. 25 
117 q2 r~n 16 
l3Lt. 50 30.82 
] 33. 53 25.62 




co % 0 . 1 
0 2 % 1 . 3 
ENGINE TIMING: 
BSFC THERMAL AI R FLOW 
LBS/BUP-liR EFFICIENCY METER 
. PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
1.202 21. 546 2 50 
1.1.44 22.770 2.45 
1.110 23.467 2.40 
1.065 24.459 2.12 
1.024 25.438 2 25 
0.994 26.206 2 10 
0.9689 26 885 1 q.s..___ 
0 96(lli ? 7 1? 1 1 no 
__] 0~9 ?tJ B32 l 1)0 
1.061 24.551 1.15 
-
1..17 22.2642 1.00 'JI 
'()\ 
DATE: Feb. 3, 1981 
TYPE OF AJ.COl-IOL : Ethyl 
COMPRESS ION RATIO ; 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 0 
ALCOHOL PERCI~NTAGE : 100 
SPEED LOAD FUEL 
RPM I.BS. CONSUHED 
LBS. 
3002 75.6 0.5 
2806 83.1 0.5 
2594 88.7 0.5 
2410 94.2 0.5 
2207 97.3 0.5 
2000 101.0 0.3 
1802 103.6 0.3 
·-·· 
1600 107.9 0.3 
1400 l.OL•. 4 0.3 
1203 103.2 0.2 -














TABLE NO. 12 
TEST DATA 
TORQUE B.li. P . 
FT-LBS. 
100.54 57.46 
110 . 52 59.04 
117 .9 7 58.25 
125 .28 57.48 
1)9. 40 54.37 
134.33 51.14 
137.78 47. 26 
143.50 43.71 
138 .85 37.00 
137.25 31.41 
136.45 26 .03 
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPH 
co % 12 
2 
co % NIL 
02 % 1.9 
ENGINE TIMING: 46° 
BSFC TllEIUtAI. AIR FLOW 
LBS/BUP-IIR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
1.160 17.167 2.60 I 
1.05 18.965 2.50 -
0.9968 19.97 2 .49 
0.9786 20.24 2.40 
0.9458 21.05 2.30 
0.8799 22.63 2.20 
0.8789 22. 65 2.00 
0.8.520 23.37 1.80 - -
0.8845 22.51 1.70 
0.9163 21.73 1.40 
I -019219 ~· - 21.60 1. 20 
Vl 
'-.1 
DATE: Feb. 5, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Isopropyl 
COH.PRESSION L{ATJO ~ 6.77 
GASOLI NE PERCENTAGE : 0 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE 100 
SPEED LOAD F'UEL 
RPM LBS. CONS UHED 
LBS. 
3055 67.6 0.5 -
2798 79.9 0.5 
2600 90.4 0.5 
2400 95.0 0 . . 5 
2198 99.9 0.5 
2000 104.4 0.3 
1.800 108.2 0.3 .. 
1600 109.3 0.3 
1401 1.07.8 0.2 -
' 12QQ__ 111.9 0.2 
~ 




























- __ _l2d !_0 7_ 29.52 
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPH 
co % 11.8 
2 
co % 0. 2 
02 % 0. 2 
ENGINE TIMING: 43 ° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/ BHP- IIR EFFICIENCY HETER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
t-IATER 
1.01 17.377 2.60 
0.9264 18.946 2.60 
0.9159 19.163 2.50 
0.8900 19.721 2.48 
0.8516 20.610 2.40 
0.8169 21.485 2.20 
0.7818 22.450 2.00 
0.7390 23.750 1.80 
0.7837 22.395 1.60 
0.814 21.562 1.40 -
0.6410 20.870 1.25 l1l 
00 
DATE: Feb. 7, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL : Butyl 
COHPRESS ION RATIO ; 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 0 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 100 
Sl)EEH LOAD FUEL 
RPM l.BS. CONSUHED 
LBS. 
2998 73.6 0.5 
2807 83.5 0.5 
2602 91.7 0.5 -
2402 99.7 0.5 
2203 106.9 0.5 
1999 110.9 0.3 
ll96 115.8 0.3 -
1605 118.7 0.) 
lAOO 119.4 0.2 
1197 121 .2 0.2 -
~ 

































co % 0.2 
02 % 0.0 
ENGINE TIMING: 42° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BIIP...:.IIR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.920.5 17.837 2.50 
0.866 18.959 2.40 
0.8511 19.291 2.40 
0.824 19.926 2.32 
0.7938 20.684 2.22 
0.802 20.473 2.05 
0.7588 21.638 1.90 
0.699 23.489 1.70 
0.7393 22.209 1.50 
0.7532 21.799 1.30 
-











DNf~ : Oc t. 15, 1980 
TYPE 011 ALCOHOL : 
COMPRESSION RATIO : 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAG~ : 100 
ALCOHOL ¥ERCENTAGE : 0 
I SPEED LOAD FUEL 
RPM LBS . CONSUt1ED 
LBS. 
3000 78.2 0.5 
2801 87 0.5 
2592 94.5 0.5 
2401 100.2 0.5 
2206 108.5 0.5 
1990 114.8 0.5 -
1800 120.0 0.5 
1578 122.6 0.5 
1402 125.10 0.5 
1200 123.00 0.3 






























162.52 30. 9ft 
ORSA'f ANALYS IS AT 2700 RPH 
co
2 
% 13. 2 
co % 0.3 
02 % 0.1 
ENGINE TIM£NG: 35° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BHP-llR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.6060 20.41 2.50 
0.5610 22.05 2.50 
0.5476 22.59 2.45 
0.5372 23.03 2. '•0 
0.521.1 23.74 2.30 
-
0.5185 23.86 2.15 
0.4986 24.81 1.95 
0.4834 25.59 1.90 
0.4942 25.03 1.60 
0.5160 23.97 1.40 




DATE: Oct. 17, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Methyl 
COMPRESSION RATIO· 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE: 90 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE: 10 
TABLE NO. 16 
TEST DATA 
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPH 
co
2 
% 1'• . 75 
co % 0 ,, • .J 
~-~ ., '"' {~. 0 .s... 
;G::~J:~:("~ .. r 1·:r:v:11~t~'~; ~ /::;.') ~ 
SPEED l.OAD 
.... --~---,.--~--- ---,:,,Y' -~~ .--:- --T ~·~ .~---~----- -·':·------- -=:-~----r---... ~~ -~ ---1---T -- ~-- -~ 
FUEL T r.HE A ·,__;_-.!J:r-_;.r:_: : ~ .' 0 c tl • .:'. ~~ ':' ~ .. ' . . ~ Ji A.J!.H.H .. ~.L I AA.R 1; LOW ! 
RPH LBS. CONSUHRO SP~CS. FT- ~.E.$. l· ~ U~S/a~tf -·H~ ~ EFFICIENCY f HETER l , o I 
U3S • :: ~ PERCENT INCHES OF' 
WATER 
i ~ 
--~--------·i---· - - -----
30)5 72 .6 0.3 29 l 95.83 55.79 0 .6675 19 . 70 2.60 
·--1'--· 
2793 85.5 0 .5 48 113.71 60. 47 0 .6201 21.21 2.55 
2554 92.5 0.5 49 12 3. 02 59.82 0 .6140 21 .42 2 .40 
2360 96 . 1 0.5 53 127 . 81 57 . 43 0 . 5913 22 .24 2.30 
2202 101 .2 0.5 56 134.59 56. 43 0 . 5696 23.09 2.20 
20 10 104 . 2 0. 5 60 138.58 53.03 0.5657 23.25 2.00 
1793 109.1 0.5 66 l45.10 49.53 0.5506 23.88 1.80 
1559 111.6 0.5 72 148.42 44.05 0.5675 23.17 1.60 
1453 11.1.8 0.5 78 1Lt8. 69 4.1.11 0.5610 23.44 1.50 
1161 114.0 0.5 92 151.62 33.51 0.5838 22.53 1~ 
1008 -- ~112_._60- - _(). 5 102 149.75 28. 7Lt 0.6140 21.42 1.10 ()'\ ._. 
I 
TABLE NO. 17 
TEST DATA 
DATE: Oct. 10, 1980 ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPH 
co
2 
% 12.35 TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Ethyl 
COMPRESSION RATIO ~ 7.76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE: 90 







---·--·----·--r··---- -- -- ·· ·~---:-· -··- ·-· --- --·- - ·---·- - ------------····--- - - -----
r~~~L ~; t~M~ l ~c:~"-~·};~ r: . t:. Y , t _ ~ ~~:~~~~m ~~ 
coN."ltnu~n 1 SEC~::;. r ~ .. ~ ~.J.;· ..).. I L.tt,1.:·r rv- •.. :. - ~·•ll· 
LB$. ' 
---- -- -- --- --------·--· ----- ~ 
~ T~mR~.AJ~ ~ AIR FLOW . 
~ PERCENT INCHES OF 
d E~'fiCIENCY I METER 
~ WATER ~ 
~ i ----·--~-~-- ----1-- : ; .. 
74. 9 0.3 31 ' 99 .61 56.63 0.6151 21.00 I 2. 7 3 
86.1 0 .3 30 114.51 60.63 0.5937 21.76 2.70 
-- I 91.9 ' 0.) 29 122.22 61.13 0.5711 22.62 2.60 I 
I 96 . 5 I 0.2 21 128.34 59.60 0.5752 22.46 2.45 
2627 
2439 
2221 100.1 0.3 35 133.13 56.29 I 0.5481 I 23.57 I 2.35 
106.1 0.3 39 141.11 52.53 0.5271 24.51 2.10 1955 
1790 110.6 0.) 42 147.09 - 50.13 - 0.5129 25.19 1.90 
1554 114.2 0.2 30 151.88 44.94 0.5340 24.19 1.70 
1406 115.3 0.2 )l 153.33 41.05 0.5657 - 22.84 1.60 
1219 114.9 0.2 36 152.81 35.46 0.5640 22.91 1.40 




TABLE NO. 18 
TEST DATA 
DATE: Oct. 20, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOIIOL : I sopropyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO : 7. 76 
GASOt i NE PERCENTAGE : YO 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE ; 10 




FUEL ' THt~ ~ ·r ; :~~;..-· :_:f.:. 
~ . 
CONSUMEil SECS ~ f. ~;.· ~·· - t ~1 3 o 
LBS, I 
~:::. 0 r~~. C) P ~ 
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 HPM 
c o % 13. 60 
2 
co % ~ ~ 4C• 
·, 
~~"\:\~ ~ ·~~~~ -:~ .. l .. ~~i 7 ~:·t~ ~ 
,_. ,.....,_ 
,,''•. ~ I "' r • 
1L!-1S i SI:~r~-~Z ~!. 
·-- 1~~6-~~~~:~ --i- ~-I-R Fl~~l 
£¥~IC!ENCY ~ METER i 
PERCENT I INCHES OF 
WATER 
l. : 
. ~ I ---- ----11-- ·-·-·--·--i -n~---·---·--J, - -··---··--· ~ 
~ ]065 7 4 5 0 ') 1___5.1.r--~ - '.1 2 0 08 ~0 8 2 0 . 5986 21.38 2 0 65 
2825 84.5 0.5 50 l l2 . 38 i 60 . 44 0.5970 21 .44 2.60 ' . -
26 15 93.o o.5 53 123 . 69 I 61.58 o .5515 23.21 2.55 
2Lt 29 96.5 I 0 .3 I 34 I 128 . 34 I 59. 35 I 0.5352 I 23 .92 I 2.45 
2147 103 . 9 I 0 . 3 I 37 I 138 . 18 I 56.48 I 0.5168 I 24.77 I 2.25 
2014 107.2 0. 2 26 142.57 54.67 0.5065 25.27 2.10 
1855 113.1 0.3 41 150.42 53.12 0.4958 25.82 2.00 1 
] 6 6 3 114 . 2 0 . 'l 4 4 1 ~ 1 . 8 8 4 8 . 09 0 . 510 4 2 5 . 0 8 1 . 8 5 
1 3 8 0 115 " 6 0 . 3 5 J 15 3 . 7 4 t. 0 . 3 9 0 . 50 4 5 2 5 . 3 7 1 . 50 
1217 I 114.8 I 0.3 I 58 I 152.68 I 35.37 I 0.5264 I 24.32 I 1.40 




DATE: Oct. 22, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOl. : But y 1 
COHPRESS ION RATIO : 7 . 7 6 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 90 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 10 
--
SPEED LOAD J!'UEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUtlliD 
i..BS , 
I 2974 78.7 0.5 
-
2809 85.4 0.3 --- --
2581 94.8 O.J 
2401 102 .8 0. 3 
2198 106.6 0.3 
2002 109.9 0.3 
1800 114 .0 0 . 3 
_  1601 - · 116.2 0,2 
___ .1!&6 1.18.4 0. 2 
__ llillL_ ____ll!~ 0. 2 
1000 ~ 123.4 0.2 --
TABLE NO. 19 
TEST DATA 
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPH 
co % 13 .4 
2 
co % () 
~ i1 '21'" ~ 
--~ 
i:.~:G~[~~j~; :~l~tl~-}~f .: !\ 3: ~ 
--~----- --- -- ----~-·-·-------·--- -;------------ ------~-i------ ----------~ ---------l 
r nm ! ~oc -1::z j a. ~•. i' . ~ !!S<':; I 'l.'!IERMAL I AIR FLOW 1 
SECS. t FT-~ .. BS. ~ f: ~ ... BS/BH?-HR ~ EFFICIENCY METER 
~ :. t' I PERCENT INCHES Of' 
i : ~ WATER 
I• , • 
:: ~ ~ . 
I, I . s 2------·--r--- ;·t;4-:6-7 " 59. so 0 5817 21.88 2. so 
'____E ___ r- 113 . 58 60.63 0~5565 22 .87 2.50 1 
32 1 126 . 08 62.56 o.5394 23.60 2.49 I 
I 
3L, 136.72 62.60 0.5073 25.09 2.40 I 
-
35 141.77 59.49 0.5185 24.55 2.30 
38 146.16 55.46 0.5123 24.85 2.10 
42 151.62 51.99 0.5065 25.13 1.90 
33 154.54 f- 47.16 0. '·914 25.91 1.80 
3Lt 157.47 '•2.27 0.5008 25.42 1.60 
37 161..72 37.13 0.5233 24.33 1. '•O 




TABLE NO. 20 
TEST DATA 
DATE: Nov. 3, 1980 ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPU 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Methyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO · 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 50 







..., . :t t' , r• ~~ ...... ~ • " ~ }UEL . TIME r ~ v~~~~ 
CON~:HWI.En ~ SECS . ~ rn .·- r_!i 3 . 




co % n •1 
r.;_; 
" 
-~~:; ~~~ ·~.:~~ !['~;~ ;\·~ ~.;~ ' · .~. i} 
fl. ~ L ?. E<Q:~~ :; 
. -:r·~---- -· ~ --- -- --.~-..--... .. - -- -·----... --------~-
~ TWEHNiA[, ~ AIR FLO~J 
Lf1S t F.lW?- m.\ I EFFICIENCY METER 
; PERCENT INCHES OF 
I WATER 
57 . 01 I 0. 7893 I 21 .78 I 2 .68 
56.83 I 0.6739 I 25.51 I 2.35 
53 .7 2 0.6838 I 25.14 I 2.25 
48.77 I 0.6710 I 25.62 I 2.00 




DATE: Oct. 3, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL : Ethy l 
COHPRESSION RATIO · 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE ; 50 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE ; 50 
TABLE NO. 21 
TEST DATA 




(~) ,~~ ;; .. : 
.. : \• t • . -~::: ly ~f • .;• .:~~~:; ~ 
--SPE~:o \ LOAD FtJEt \ TH13 :·~:~:. r:.:;c .. U n 1:L f? . ;:, ;; ... , ~ THEJ~:!)<0 rl t\1 R FLOj...~ ! 
: RPM UJS. CON. S~l~tED ·, SEG:S" . F'f-Lr~S. i; :tllS ll!~~:.P-~~ttt ~ EF:flC!EN. CY METER 
tb'S. I: i· ~ J>ERCENT INCHES OF 
\ 




-- ---··-·-- -·-- ·---- --- ·----· , .. ---· -····- ·- ....... ···-····-···r-··--·---- --- - ---~ 
1----4-----{l---------r--------t·----------1;-- --- -f----- -+---- - - - -+-----1 
3045 74.1 0.5 41 ~ 98 . 55 57.13 0 .7684 20.16 2.60 
2814 85.8 0.5 41 114.11 61 . 21 0.7172 21.60 2.58 
----4----+------l--- --·------ t-- ---t-------t-- ----+-- --- ! 
2640 91.2 0. 3 26 121 .29 60.96 0 .6814 22.73 2.55 I 
2400 96.2 0. 3 28 127 . 94 58.45 0.6599 23.47 2.45 
2220 99.1 0.3 30 131 .80 55.70 0.6463 23.97 2.30 I 
2009 103. 2 0 . 3 33 137.25 52.49 0.6234 24.85 2.15 
_1810 106.8 0.3 36 142.04 48.94 0.6129 25.27 2.00 
___ 1564 111.2 0.3 39 147.89 44.03 0.6289 - 24 63 1.70 
1413 114.8 0.3 41 152.68 41.07 0.6413 24.15 1 55 
1199 112.9 0.3 46 150.15 34.27 0.6850 22.61 1.35 
1000 ~110.6 0.3 56 147.09 28.00 0.6887 22 . 49 1.10 
- - Cl' 
0\ 
• 
OATE: Oct. 31, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Isopropyl 
COMPRESSION RATIO: 7.76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 50 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 50 
SPEED LOAD lt,UEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUttED 
LBS. 
29lt5 76.3 0 .5 
2793 82.3 0.5 
260'• 91.8 0.3 
2333 98.1 0 .3 
2189 102.9 0.3 -
1.999 107.0 0.3 
_119 1 112.8 0.3 
._l5ll__ 11.4.1 0.'3 
lLtOO 118.0 0.2 ·-
] 230 118.3 0. 2 
~ 














'fABI.E NO. 22 
TEST DATA 

















co % 0 
02 % 0 . 7 
ENGINE TIMING: 39° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BIIP...:UR EFFICIENCY 1-IETER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0. 7189 20.44 2.60 
0.6872 ·21. 38 2.55 
0.6609 22.24 2.50 
0.6427 22.87 2.40 
0.6108 24.06 2.25 I 
0.6043 24.32 2.15 
·I 
0.5865 25.06 2.00 I 
0.5902 24.90 1. 85 
' 
.., 
0.6148 23.90 1.60 
0.6304 23.31 1. 3.5 
0.6581 22. 3f 1.20 I 
0\ 
.......... 
DATE: Nov. 11, 1980 
'l'YPE 0~' ALCOHOL: Butyl 
CO~UJRESSION RATIO: 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 50 
ALCOHOl. PERCENTAGE : 50 
SPEED LOAD lt'UEL 
RPH LBS. CONSUHED 
LBS . 
2989 76 . 5 0 . 3 
2747 87. 5 0 .3 
2589 92.7 0.3 
2383 99 . 2 0 . 3 
2208 l Ot•. 6 0. 3 
197 4 112 . 2 0 . 3 
1H09 115 . 1 0.3 
163H 11.8 .0 0 . 3 
13HS 119 . 2 0 . 2 
1211 117.8 0. 2 . 














TABLE NO . 23 
TEST DATA 
TORQUE B. ll .P. 
FT-LBS. 
101 . 74 57 . 85 
116. 37 60 . 81 
123 . 29 60.7 2 
131 .9 3 59.80 
139.11 58.47 
149 . 22 56.07 -
153 .08 52 .7 2 
156 . 94 48. 93 
158 . 53 41. 80 
156 .67 36. 12 
__ 155 ._ 14- - 2 ~L 66 




co · % 0.2 
02 % 0 
ENGINE TIMING: 38° 
BSFC THERMAL AI R FLO~I 
LBS /BUP-ItR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0. 7180 19.86 2.65 
0.6830 20.88 2.61 
0.6352 22 . 45 2.55 
0.6227 22.90 2. 4·5 
0. 5958 23.94 2 . 35 
0.5836 24.44 2. 15 -
0. 5690 25 .06 2.00 
0.5518 25 .85 1 .85 
0. 571t 1 24.84 1 . 55 
0. 60Lt0 23 .61 1.40 
-
0!6388 -- 22. 33 J_._ _l 5 I ~ 
00 
-
DATE: Nov. 12, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Methyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO ; 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 0 
ALCOHOl.. l>ERCENTAGE : 100 
Sl>EED LOAD FUEL 
RPH LBS. CONSuttED 
LBS~ 
:3047 73.80 0.5 
2808 83.40 0.5 
2627 88.10 0.5 
2395 94.80 0.5 
220Y 98.5 0.5 
2001 101.5 0.5 
1829 103.5 0.4 
1605 109.1 0.4 ·-
1403 105.0 0.3 
1208_ 1- 102.5 0.3 
I 














TABLE NO. 24 
TEST DATA 
-r-"-----· 









145.10 '•'•. 34 
139.65 37.27 
1]6.32 31.35 
134.59 26 .. 13 
·- -
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPt1 
CQry % 13.8 
L. 
co X 0 
"' 'Y 
T 
• l- ry :~ 
ENGU~E 'f JLMIN 44~ 
BSFC THERHAL AIR FLOW I 
LBS/BUP-HR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER i 
I 
1.1708 22.26 2.55 l 
1.084 24.03 2.50 
1.059 24.59 2.45 
1.00 26.04 2.30 
0.9910 26.28 2.20 
0.9721 26.79 2.00 
0.9396 27.72 1.90 
0.9021 28.87 1.75 
0.9347 27.86 1~50 
0.9842 26.46 1.30 






DATE: Oct. 6, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Ethyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO : 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 0 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 100 
SPEED LOAD FUEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUltED 
LBS. 
3034 76.5 0.5 
2818 85.5 0.5 
2590 91.3 0.5 
2385 95.8 0.5 
2222 97,9 0.5 
2061 99.3 0.5 
1807 1:os .1 0.5 
1.603 109.1 0.5 
1412 106.6 0.3 
] ] 99 103.2 0.3 




























136.85 - 2~~J6 ----




co % 0 
02 % 2.2 
ENGINE TIMING: 42° 
BSFC TIIEIUfAL AIR Fl.OW 
LBS/BHP-ilR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
1.094 18.20 2.65 
0.9844 20.22 2.60 
0.9403 21.17 2.45 
0.9151 21.76 2.35 
0 9079 21.9J 2.2!L__ 
0.8685 22.92 2.10 
0.8319 23.93 1.90 
0.8468 23.51 1.6.5 
0.8858 22.48 1.55 -




- _Q!9311 L___ __ 2l . 3 8 1.30 _j ........, 
0 
-
DATE: Nov. 14, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Isopropyl 
COHPRESS ION RATIO: 7. 7 6 
GkSOLINE PERCENTAGE: 0 
100 ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE: 
SPEED LOAD FUEL 
RJ>M LBS. CONSUltED 
LBS. 
3042 71.1 0.5 
2813 80.0 0.5 
2608 92.5 0.5 
2414 97.6 0.5 
2189 104.2 0.5 
2034 107.1 0.5 
1785 112.2 0.5 
1579 112.7 0.5 
] 410 11.316 0.3 
1210 ~15 .2 O.J 




























155.61 30.09 . -
ORSAT ANALYSIS AT 2700 RPM 
co % 13.6 
2 
co % 0. 2 
02 % 0. 4 
ENGINE TIMING: 39.5° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW i 
LBS/BHP-HR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF! 
WATER 
0.9959 17.62 2.60 
0.8833 19.87 2.55 
0.8937 19.63 2.50 
0.8621 20.35 2.40 
0.8200 21.40 2.25 
0.7771 22.58 2.10 
0.7400 23.71 1.90 
0. 7139 24.58 1.75 
0.7403 2:1.70 1.55 
0.78~7 22.36 1.35 
- I 




DATE: Nov. 19, 1980 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Butyl 
COHPRESSION RATIO: 7. 76 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 0 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE 100 
SPEED LOAD 'FUEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUltED 
LBS. 
3031 73.5 0.5 
2807 87.5 0.5 
2590 96.0 0.5 
2416 99.3 0.5 
2215 103.8 0.5 
2020 111.1 0.5 
_ __lfil.L_ 115.9 0 5 
].589 116.3 0.3 
J~OZ 114 0 0 3 
1174 1.18.2 0.3 
~ 





















] 32.06 60.69 
138.0.'> 58.16 
14 7. 76 56.82 
154.1~ 53.1~ 
J5~.67 46.:..1.9. __ 
151 62 40.61 
157.20 35.13 
158.66 30.1.1 




co % 0.2 
02 % 0 
ENGINE TIMING: 39 ° 
l 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 1 
LBS/BHP-HR EFFICIENCY METER I 
PERCENT INCHES oFI 
WATER 
0.8871 18.50 2.60 
0.8271 19.85 2.60 
0. 794 20.67 2.50 
0. 780 21.05 2.40 
0.754 21.77 2.30 
. 0. 7198 22.81 2.10 
0.7056 23.27 1.90 
0.6788 24.18 1.70 I 
Q.Zll6 21.QZ 1 55 I 
0. 7685 21.36 1.30 I 




DATE : March 12, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Methyl 
COM¥RESSION RATIO: 6.77 
CASOLINE PERCENTAGE: 90 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE: 10 
SPEED LOAD FUEL 
Rl)M LBS. CONSUttED 
LBS. 
3010 70.9 0.3 
2851 79.2 0.3 
2583 86.9 0.3 
2403 91.1 o~3 
2225 94.3 0.3 
2003 100.0 0.3 
1807 103.1 0.3 
1626 104.9 0.3 
1405 106.2 0.3 
1214 106.0 0.3 















TABLE NO. 28 
TEST DATA* 
TORQUE B.U.P. 
















co % 0 
02 % 0. 6 
ENGINE TIMING: 42° 
BSFC THERMAl .. AIR 'FLOW 
LBS/BHP~HR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
0.6891 19.08 2.60 .. 
0.6514 20.19 2.60 
0.6333 20.76 2.__5_5 -I 
i 
0.6088 2l.6Q _2 50 
0.5978 22.00 2.30 
0.5914 22.23 2a2Q 
0.5723 22.97 2.00 
0 5556 23.67 1.90 
0.5955 22.08 1.65 
0.6254 21.02 1.45 
- --, 
0.6698 19.63 1.25 I I 
·'· " Results with carbu.retion and timiug unchanged from test using 100 percent gasoline. 
""-.J 
w 
DATE: March 12, 1981 
TYPE 0~, ALCOHOl,: Me thy 1 
COMPRESSION RATio: 6.77 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 80 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 20 
SPEED LOAD l•'UEL 
RPM LBS. CONSUMED 
LBS. 
2987 68.8 0.5 
2806 77.5 0.5 
2593 83.6 0.3 
2402 87.3 0.3 
2200 91.0 0.3 
2002 94.1 0.3 
1807 99.3 0.3 
1593 104.4 0.3 
1.398 106.1 0.3 
1205 104.3 0.2 














TAUI..E NO. 29 













- 136.99 26.00 
-




co % 0.1 
02 % 0.8 
ENGINE TIMING: 42° 
BSFC THERMAL AIR FLOW 
LBS/BHP_:HR EFFICIENCY METER 
PERCENT INCHES OF 
WATER 
-
0. 7 519 18.63 2.50 
0.7106 19.71 2.45 I 
0.6784 20.65 2.45 
i -! 
0.6560 21.35 2.40 
0.6456 21.70 2.30 
0.6289 22.27 2.10 
0.6095 22.98 1.90 
0.5964 23.49 1.75 
0.6250 22.~1 1.55 
0.6464 21.67 1.30 -
0.6593 21.25 1.15 
* Results with carburetion and timing uncltanged from test using 100 percent gasoline . 
'-J 
.p. 
DATE: March 12, 1981 
TYPE OF ALCOHOL: Methyl 
COHPRESS ION RATIO ; 6. 7 7 
GASOLINE PERCENTAGE : 50 
ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE : 50 
SPEED LOAD FUEL 
JUlM LBS. CONSUltED -
LBS. 
2964 58.8 0.5 
2805 65.8 0.3 
2601 72.20 0.3 
2385 74.00 0.3 
-· 
2204 74.50 0.3 -----
200'• 76.20 0.3 
1801 7"6.50 0.3 
1605 76.80 0.3 
1403 78.20 0.3 -
1204 80.30 0.3 
~ 














TABLE NO. 30 










102.14 31. 21 
104.00 27.78 
106.79 24.48 
115. 4'• 22.06 




co % 0 
0 % 2 1.1 









0. 7981 21.54 
0.7740 22.21 






















0.8025 ---- n~_41. - - ~ __ 1. 20 ~---
--- ~-- -----






CCMP~TER P~CGRAM NC.l 
PLOTS ~O ~.~R Cl.TPt..T OF ."!ETI-AhCL, ETt-H•Clr !SGPRCP~NOLr AN~ 2LTANUL VS 
EN~!NE SPC:EJ. CCHiJHESS!~ioi RA'TL~ uF Tht: t: ... Glf.;E IS 6.77. SEE fJ.~Ul{E G-L 
II ~AEC fC~ i G~LG,C~f=C 
1/FGRT.S~Sl~ OL ~ 
u U' C : S 1 C f-. C :. L~ i< ~ ( i L l , C .q A Y t ( 1 L ) , iJ ~ T d X 2 { ! t ) , OA T~ Y 2 ( t t ) , 1 ( t 4 2 8 ) , 
----l....;u::;..A.;;...- ~T;;;;;..r\~X...;;...l...;.t l.l J , L: AT ,\ Y 1 ( ll } , C) f ..l £Lt ( l l j r (.AT~ Y"' ( l.l J 
.t< E iJ t,; ( 5 , '.- ) ( I: .l T A .< 1 ( .,. l , J .l l ;. V l ' J J , J = l , l l ) r 
l.(0,\f~.X2(JJ ,CAT.lYZ(Jl ,J=lr!ll, (C.\fAXJ(J),CAT.44Y3(J) ,J=Lrltl, 
l(O~TA~4(J),CAf)~4tJJ,J=lr11J 
~ FCH~AT(Flo.l,Flc.Zl 
CALL PlCTA([,~ ~ w.,JtC~ •• ~.,7:.,1) 
CAlL PLCl3l~~TA~L.~AT~Ylr'~'rlll 
CALL PLCl~(CATAXl,,AT.lY~,•E•.ll.J 
CALL I=L(;lf:!(CATA;.),CAT .~VJ,'l'rll) 
CALL ~LCT8(CAl~X4,CAfAY4r'd',!ll 
CALL PLCTC('[~Gl~L S~EtC VS E~AKE~CPSE~C~ER',J2, 
l 1 BH~',3,'R~~·,3l 
srcF 
ENC 
//GO.fTC~FCCl CC SYSC~T=lE,,~Ll~l 
//GO.SYS i i\ ~0 * , .. 
PLOTS PC ~ ER CUTP~T Cf ~ETt-ANCL, ET~4~CL, lSC~RC~~NOL, ANC e~TA~CL ~S 
E~GINE S~EEJ. CC~~~ESSJCN RAT!G OF T~2 Et.GI~E IS 7.76. S~£ FiG~~~ J-2. 
II EXEC fC~TGCLG,CLT~c 
/IFORT.S1S!~ CO * 
lJ l f4 t ~~ S l 0 1\ t; A T t> ~ l l l 4 l , C ~ T A Y 1 ( l 1 J , ~ A f 4 ~ 2 t ll J , J A T A Y 2 ( L ! ) , 1 ( !. 4 ~ ·~ J , 
lCA T A X3 ( ll } , CAT A Y 3 ( ll) , (AT A X it ( ll) , C ~ t A 'r 4 ( l .L J 
RE: c cs,.:.~(CATt.~l{~),CATA YllJl,J~l,Ll), 
l i u A I l X 2 l J ) , C;. • A ·r 2 ( ..; 1 , .; =~1:-~-rdr-T'") -, ...,.( .,..~,.~\...,.l..,!.r-A:-_.,..l{,...J"T'"T") -, .,..~..,A~I~lnyrj'T""'""( -..J .,.) -, -:..J:-:::~::-L:-,-,-1 I"r"T"J -,· ----
lCOATAJ14(J) ,CATAY!t(J) ,J~Ldl) 
4 FCR~~T<Flc.t,rtt.~ I 
CA u. ;: L c t A ( l , ; t c. 'J l-: c.' r.. , 1 c • ., 1) 
CA~L PLCTBtCAf~)l,CAIAYt 1 '~' ,11) 
CAlL FLCTettAT4~2,CATAY2,'(' ,lLJ 
CAll PlC•UlCA; ~ :d ,t.tdA1'~1'' ~·, ld 
CAlL FLClc(L~TAx4•L~f~Y~,•o•,ll) 
C A l ' P L C ; C ( ' Er ~ G I t\ l:. S t> E E C V S ERA K E ~ C H S E t> (. ~' E J; • , J 2 , ' e h' • , J , 'R P :-1 • , 3 l 
ENC 
//GO.FlU~~uOl c: ~YSC~T~(t,,~Li~) 
1/CU.S\'~ll\ &5~ * ,. 
CC~P~1ER P~CGRA~ ~C.3 
PLOTS BSfC f'1F IIETro AI\ CL, EThA~CL, 1SCPKCPA~CL, ~1\C BUTANOL vS ENG {NE 
S P(~u. CC~?~ES~IC~ RA fiC UF f~E E~Gl~E lS 6.77. SEE FIGURE C-3. 
II EXEC FC~T~CL~rCL1=0 
I I F 0 R 1 • . S 'r S I 1\ C 0 # 
u L,. t: l'f s l u ,-., c ~ T ,l ,( l ( ll ) , c ,, t ~ '( l ( l ll ' G A T A ;( J. ' ll ) , u 14 t A y '- ( l l l I I ( l4 4 8 ) ' 
1 o AT A .x 3 t 1 ~ ) , c l r ..1 v 3 < 1. L 1 , l ~ r ~ ;< 4 t 1 ! 1 , .; ,'\ T /1 ·t 4 ' 1 l. l 
RE AC ( ~ ,4 l ( C.l f ..l .:.t ( ... ) , O..l T .l Y l ( ..i ) , J: l, ll l, 
1 ( J .l T .\X Z. t J J , L. .A fAY 2. ( J ) , J-= l r ll l , ( ~ ..\1 A X 2 ' J l , C .1 fAY 3 ( J ) , ..J.a • , .l.l l , 
lCOAT.~.:C4{J) tCATA Y"t(~J r.J=l ,ll) 
4 FCR~AT(Fl6.l,Fl6. 4J 
CALL PLCT..1(l,9J J ., .. H OU .. ,C4r2.,tJ 
CALL PLCTBtC ATA~ l,CAfAYlt'~',i~) 
CALL PLCf3 (GA r A~2 ,C.4T..lY~,•E•,lL) 
CAL.L joli.C f~tC~f~;U ,C..li A 't' j r'l',ill 
CALL Plul!:!(C.Af~;; t, , C.4 f :.V4, ' t:P, 11) 
78 
CA Ll PLCTCl'ENGl~E ~ ~E EC ~s e ~ A~E SFECIFIC FUEL CCNS~M~T{U~',4R, 
l'S SFC LB:/~H~-M~ ' ,16, · ~ F;.-• ,j) 
STCP 
E~O 
1/~u.rfvcr~Ci ~t ~Y~LC f:(~ •• ~ ~ r~J 
//GO. S Y S I f\c 0 C * , .. 
PLOT S 8SfC CF ~EThA~CL, ETh A ~ CL, lSCPRCPA~CL, A~C H0TAf\cGL VS ENGINE 
//r 0~1.~YSI~ ~c * 
o 1 ""ENs 1 c~ ;A r Ax 1 c 11 l , c l r A..., J. ' lll 1.: ~ r .e x z < 1• l 1 OAr A..., z ( 11 J , 1 ' 14 .z 3 l I 
1 CA 1 A X J ( 1 L ) , C ~ l ~ 'f ~ t l .l J , CAT~ X 4t ( lll , CAT t. Y 't ( l .L J 
k(Aij(;,,~) (t.:llrrn7l r l..~ l.l& yl{~), J s(,ItJ. 
l( 0 AT A X .l ( ~ J , C ll A Y 2 ( J } , J s 1 r ll J , ( C A fAX~ { .; J , ~.! T !\ Y ~ ( J ) , J ~ 1, llJ , 
l(OATAX4(J) ,QATA14tJl r..J= Lrl l) 
4 FGR~AT{Fl~.l,Flc . ~J 
CAll PLCfJtlr~JC. , J:C~., c .,z.,LJ 
CALL FLCTetC\Tjxl,C AT ~ Y L ,'~',llJ 
~ l c 1 :. l L .l r 4 x 2 • '-;:. r :.. t" , · E • • 1 L ~ 
PlCTd(CATA,j r C A T AY3,'i', l~ J 
P L C T 8 ( Ct. r A X 4 , ,; .1 T .• . . f 4 , ' e' , !l. ) 
~ (. t. I. J~ I'( " 
1 • ~ :i FC L d $I ~H P- r. R ' , l o,' K FloP 1 ,3 ) 
STCP 
E .-..u 
//GO.FTCcFCOl CC S'fSCL T=tErr~ll~) 
//GO. S Y S {I\ C C * 
I* 
CCMP~TEP P~CGKA~ ~C.5 
PL OTS BSiC Gf ~OJ ?E~LE~r ~ET~ANU~, A~~ ~ET~ANCL ~AS~LINE ~LEN~S C 
l Q- 90 A~;C 5C-:iC, 'JS E~GlNE ~PEEu. t.:C~I'Rt:S::i lC i' RAT 10 OF THt t:NI.ilNE IS 
b.J 7. S[~ FfGU?E S-5. 
I I EXfC FCRTCLG,C~ T=C 
IIF ORT.s~~I~ OC • 
0 I /IE :\4 SIC~ CAT A X l ( ll ) • ~AT A Y 1 ( .1 lJ t CAT~..(~ ( ll ) , C:A T A Y 2 ( l.i ) , I ( 14 ZZ) , 
lCATA·X3tlU ,c.:. I .:. 'tltlU 
R E Au ( ~ , 4) ( CAT A .X l ( J f rCA r .li 't l ( .; I , J.: l , 1 t ) , 
llOATA12(J),SAtAYZ (JJ,J:l,ll),(0~TA~3(J)~~AT~YltJ),JaL,ll) 
4 Ft.RI-~T(flc.&.,f4 c.4 l 
CALL PLCTA(l,9CJ., J!OC.,C.,2.,lJ 
CAll P~~f~lCAT~~l ,~AT~YLr'A'rllJ 
CAlL PLCT3lCATt~ 2, l Af~t2r'B'r6l) 
c~~L P~CT~((~T~~j, ~~T~Y~r•C• rlll 
79 
CALL PLCTCL' EN~l ~ £ jPE~C vS E~~KE SPE~IFIC FUEL CONS~M~T10N'r~d, 
l'6SfC LdS/8hP-"'lq ' , L6,' J(P~' ,3) 
STCt' 
EN~ 
/ /G O.FT06FCOl CC SYSG~T=tE,.~li~) 
//GO.Sl'SU, CC ~ 
C O~P~TER PRCGRA~ ~~.6 
PLOTS dSfC CF LOJ ~E~Cf~T ~Er~~~C L, A~~ ~~T~~~GL GASCL1N~ eLE ~ OS CF 
l o-9 0 A 1\ .LJ 5 0-:) C • v :i E i\ ~ I ~ l E S P f E.C • C C I' P P. ~ S S I r: 1\ ~ A r I 0 0 F T r. E cr-. G IN E [ S 
7. 76. SEE FIGUPE C-6. 
I I E~EC FC~TGCLG,CuT= G 
//F CRT.S~~li\ CC * 
,"\tN :> t...i'e ~~ ~..- i ll i.J,,;~ • ..4 '( ll !.LJ, OAI.l..( 
lD~T~X3(Lll ,CAT:.Y 3 ll l) 
RE/JC(5,4)t~;\l~~t(JJ ,~ .:. T~ Y l(J),J~L.t!.;, 
1 ( 0 ~ T ~ X ~ ( J J , C A T :' 'f 2 ( J ) , .P l • l l ) , ( ~ ..\ T A -.; 3 ( ..J ) • U A T ~ Y j ( ..J ) , J.= l , l l ) 
~ fC~~ATtflt.l,Fle.;J 
C A L L P l C T ..4 C 1 , 9 ·~ C • ~ J l C U • , 0 • , 2 • , l J 
ALL ~~STtl(~AfjXl ,~ ~TA vt,' A ' ,ll J 
CAl l PLGT5lCA~nx2 , ~~T~Y2 r' ~ ',l 1J 
CAL~ tJLCTclCATtl-4 3 ,t: 4i AY3r 1 l.', LlJ 
,. c • c., 1 ~ i: t.... Kc 
l'BSfC L9S/:!h .-- ~RI ,l6r'PPM',~l 
STCP 
E:-.tC 
//GO .FT06f00l C~ SYSC~T :(E,,~LI~l 
1/vO . SVSl,\ DC:;: , .. ......  
CCMPUTE~ F~CGRA~ NC.7 
PLGTS tiSFt CF LGO P~~ ~ l~ T ETtA~GL, A~O tT~A~CL GASCLlNE 2LE~OS GF 
lG-9 0 Al\C 5C-5C, ~;:i l.\ GiNt SPI:t:w. CCI'"~Rc~.)!CJ\ fUilU ::Jf· Th4 l.N(,lNE lS 
6. 7 7. SEE FIGuRE C-7 . 
I I E~EC FCRT~CLG , Ct T:U 
J/FORT.S)SI~ CC • 
0 I~ ENS ll.n\ CAr /U. l ( 11 ) , CAT A V 1 ( 1 lJ , CAT j) X 2 \ ll ) , 0 AT A Y ~ l l ~ ~ .r ~ t 14 ~ 1: J , 
lCATAX3(ll},CAT,Y 3(llJ 
lo( E ~ C ( 5 ., 4 J (_Q .l T >\ ." t { J ) _t_·G .. " T ,I\ V l ( J ) , J = t , l l ) , 
1 'oAr Ax 2' ..1 J , uA r ~ v z l.J l , J = ~, 11 J • '~.,:.1 :..x:!' J J , oAr ..l v 3 c J J , J-=- 1 1 L 1 J 
4 FG~~AT(Fl6.l, F l6 .4J 
CALL PLCTA(i,qcc. ,3LOO.,Q.,~.,tJ 
CALL ~LCT3l~AT~~l ~ C A1AYL,'A',llJ 
CAll PLCTetCATA ~ :, LAT~Y2,'C',llJ 
CAl!. P l C T td CAT A .x J • t,; !\ T A Y 3, t C' tll I 
80 




IIGO.FT 06F CC l CG SYSCLT= <E,,~Ll ~ ) 
//GC .SYSt~ CC * 
I* 
CCM PvT£P P~CC~AM ~C.a 
?L OTS CSfC CF lCJ ~E~~E~T ETrA~GL, t~O tT~A~CL G~S~Ll~~ cLE~~$ Cf 
lC-90 ANC 5C-5C, VS E~Gl~ ~ SFiEO. CCMPRESSICN R~TIO 0~ ThE ~NGINE IS 
1. 1e. SEE FlGwR E C-d. 
II EXEC ~CPTGCLG ,C LT s C 
1/fCRT.S~SI~ DC • 
D t.v t. i'\S t~Js .. AI .b. I < r 1 l , c A 1 a 9' t t t 1 1 • .; A 1 3 x"' t II 1 , 1..1 ~ 1 A cr 2 c I .1. ' , t c r 4, d 1 , 
1DAT .1.X3 ( llJ ,C AT .4'1'3 ( l l.l 
R E A c c s , 4 ' ' c A r ~ .x 1 < J l , c A r A 'f L ' J > 1 ~ = l. , 1 1 l • 
l(O~TAX2(J),~ ~ TAY2 ( Jl, J=l,llJ,{0ATA~3(~),QATAY3(~),J~l,llJ 
4 FO~~AT(Flo.l,Fl6.4) 
CAL~ PLCTA((,9CJ . ,3l u u .,~.,~ •• l} 
CALl PL(iPCt:A t Z.n, C.1f:SY1, 1 A1 ,1[1 
CA ~ L p L c ~..:. (:AT /J •2 ' c .AT l'r 2 '. u. , ll ) 
CALL PLCT~(C A TL ~~,C4TAY3r 1 C',lll 
... I.. I. c 
l 'dSFC LdS/~~ ~- hR '.lu,•~F~',JJ 
STCP 
c :'lC 
I/GQ.FT C6FOOl CC SYSC ~ T:(E,,~LINJ 
IIGC. S Y S I ~' U C • 
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COMPUfER P~CCRA~ ~C.~ 
PLOTS PO-.t;K CUTP~T Of lJ-90 trn.~J'\(!.. .~i .. ~ lilSCll~E au:;-...; F~K ;hE 
COMP~ESSI LN ~~T!C~ CF 6.f1 A~C 1.76, VS ~~GINE SPEe;. SEE FIGU~E 0-~. 
II EXEC FG~lf,C~G,C~ T=C 
//FCRT.$ )$1~ u~ ~ 
Ol~E~SION C~TA~1( l!l,C'T~Y1(1J),OATAX2(l!)J0ATAY2(1JJ 6 i(l42d; 
KE Au ' s , :. l ' c A r A .x 1 ' ..; J , c ~ ; A Y 1 < J l , J = 1 , l 1 ; , 
l(OATAX2(J) ,CATAY,(J),J:l,!l) 
4 FC~~ATlFl~.L,Flt.Li 
CAll r'LCTACI , -~cC.,3lu0.,2S.,7C.,.Ll 
CAl~ PLCf8{C·.~r~:.L ,CATAYl.t' A• rlll 
CAlL PlCTetCATA)~rL4TAY2,'9',llJ 
CALL PLLfC('E~~l~t ~~EEC vS r~~K~c~h~t~R~s~f~P~~-A~e~k~.~.-)~2~.-----------------
l• 9 H p. , 3, I!( Fi"' • '3) 
SfCP 
//GO.FTQ6FCOl CC SYSCLT=tE,2~ll~) 
/JGC.SYSi r-< CC * 
CCMP~fER ~~CG~A~ ~C.lC 
PLUIS PU~EP CGIPCI GF J0-50 EIF~~LL X~O Ci)CttSE 3LlNC FC~ lhc 
COM.PRE SS1C, ;;~TICS Cf 6.77 Al\t,; 7.76., 1;.:) E~\ili\E SPE-ED. SEE FIG..J~E C-lU. 
II tXt~ F~Aiv~~G,~~~~u 
//FORT.S)${~ CC * 
0 1 ~ENS 1 C ~ CAT A X l. t ll ) , C .0 T A Y 1 ( l 1 l , D.', T.! X Z ( ll ) , :,; A rAY 2 ( l l l , I ( l 4 2 S l 
RE.t..Jl5,4HCATA;ll.{..J) ,CATA ' fltJ) ,.i=l,l..l,). 
l COA 1 A Al ( .. ) , CAT A Y' ( J J , J = 1 r ll ) 
4 FO~~Al,Fl6.L,FL6.2l 
~ ~ , ~-.~~·~ru~·o~.-.~,~s-.-,~,~~-.-.~rrJr-----------------·-----------------
CALL ~L~Tbl~AT~~l,CAT~Ylt 1 A'r!ll 
CALL ?lCTu<CAf~~2,C~TAY~,·~•,ltl 
CALL ~LtfC[ 1 cNu1KE ~?tc~ V~ e,AK~ hLAS!Pt"~R•,j,, 
l'BHP' ,3, 'RPI" 1 1 ..11 
STCP 
//GO.FT~c F C01 CC SYSC~T:<E,,~L!~J 
//GO.S YSII\ CC • ,. 
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----~~ .. ~· ··••··•·> """"' "~'" """ -~-Y~ - ~~·-·--------------------------
CC~P~ T E R PPCG~AM ~C.ll 
PLO TS !JQI..b<i t d:·~.- -!~L~} OO PE~ Cfi'IT ETI-:r•GL ANO 0 PERCENT GASOLWt, FU .~ THt: 
CCHPR t:S .S"fr,\~< .. ·,~ :r:; (.;.t o .. rr AI\ C 7.76, VS £f'..i.i41\E SYt:EC. SEE flti.Ji<E C-11. 
=»"-~~---~ ---· ~ -~-=~-~-~~ ~-~~----------------------
PLC,T S dSF~~~(i_;~~~;=·;:;(;0:'"2!.- v~5GLtf\E dLEf\C , FCR inc C.CHPKE:l.:illli>l RATlCS 
0 f b .. 7 7 ~ N 0 1. 16 § ~ 5 t. f.. G [ ~ (; S P E E u • S C: E F 1 G u H E C- 12 • 
II ~XEC ~GRtGCLG .C ~f a C 
//FORT. S~iiN JJ 4 · 
~1:-'fi\SlCN ,: AT4.(L(llJ , CALH tt1U,u ATAX2( Ll) .OATAV2( 1U, l( 142al 
r<E A-l t s , n,.-:-.ll r r ~, t 1 ,.; J , ;.; At a t I r J J , J = r , .L j, ' , 
1 'O Ar A):!< J l , r.::. r A v 2. 1 J l , J = 1., ~ l ) 
4 F 0 R ' A A f ( r: l ')., .!,'!:..F..!l~6~·:,.:"""~)~~--::---:::--:;--=:--;-;--- --------------
~~---C~A~L-L-~Luf4(!, 9~v ot3.lCUeg0.Jr0•d,ll 
CAL. L Pl.C!i3(C ~r.Ltl ,C~H A YJ.,' A' r lll 
CALL PLGf2 ( Ghi~ A 2,~~T~Y2,'S' , ll) 
ALl ~LCT~(' \G!~: iPt~C wS ~~AKt S?t~~ F C FU L ~G~SU~?fi~~ 1 ,4d, 
l 'B S F-C L t! S I o 14 P-= Fi 14 • d 6 , qq: l"' ' J ) 
STCP 
EN d 
//GO.F T06FOOl 00 SYSC~f~<E~~~ll~J 
//GO. S Y SI N C C ~ 
83 
COMPUTER P~CGKA~ ~C.l3 
PLOTS BSFC CF 50-50 ETH A~CL CASCLI~E ~LE~C, FC~ THE CCMPRESS!ON RATILS 
OF &. 77 A~O 7.7~, VS E~GINE SPEEU. SEE fiGUHf 0-13. 
II EXEC FCkTGCLG,~ LT=U 
//FORT.$)51~ OJ * 
0 I r-'E: ~ S 4 C ~ r, AT <1 X l ( ll ) , C A rAY l ( t 1 ) , 0:. r s\ X 2 t l1 ) , CAT A 'f 2 ( 11 ) , { ( L 4 2 8 l 
REACl5,4)4CAfA~ l l ~),~ATA Yl(JJ,Jal,11Jr 
1CDATA~2(Jl,CATAYl(JJ,J~l,LLJ 
4 FG~,.,ATtFlo.l,fle -4) 
CAll ~LCf.Hl,~OO . , J L-li G .. ,C.4~C.<;, l) 
CAll PLCTS(CAr~xl , L ~TAYl,'A',lll 
CA ll p L G T ~ ( tJ AT A ~ 2. I t; A T A'( 2 ' • d • ' 1 1 ) 
CALL PLGTCl'ENGl~f SPEED VS ~~AKE SPEC1FlC FUEL CUNS~MPT10~',4d, 
L't3SfC La~IEHP-r.a • ,J.. &,• ~ ~l"' ,3) 
STGP 
Er.O 
//GO.Ff~6F001 DC SYSC~ r~lE,, ~ Ll~) 
//GtJ.S .'fSl r\ GC ~ 
I• 
COMPUTER P~CG R A~ ~C.l4 
PLOTS 6SfC OF lC0-0 ET~A ~Cl G A S O L I ~E GLE~C, FGR THE CC~PRESSIUN ~AT!CS 
OF 6.77 AND 7.7f:!r 'IS E~G l \ E SPEEO. SEt flG YRE D-1 ... 
/ / EXEC fCRTGCLG,Cuf=C 
//FORT.SYS[~ c: • 
o 1 i .. c N s 1 aN ..; A r ~ x 1. ' l. L l 1 cA r~., L c 1 1 J , c ..1 T A x 2 L ! 1 l , CAr A v 2 ' l 1 > 1 £ < 1 4 ~a) 
Rf AC ( 5 , 4 J ( c ~ T .l :/. l ( J J ' c .l T A y l ( J ) 'J: L I 1 l ) I 
u JAr A) 2 t .ol , ~A rAt 2 t .n , J = t, 11 , 
4 f C~~AT(fl6.lr~lt . 4) 
CAlL PlCTA([,9CO . I3lCG.,C.8,l.3rll 
CALL PLGT~{~~TA~L C~TlYL · ~ · l l> 
C~ll ?lClJ(CATA~ l~ CAT~Y ~,'B'rlll 
CALL FlCTCI ' E~Gl ~E S~EE C VS f~AKE SPECIFIC FUEL CO~SU~PI1C~ 1 ,4d. 
l'dSfC L3S/:nP-rd'~' ,lbr' I' F ~ ' ,JJ 
STCP 
ENC 
1/GO.FfOeFCCl 0 0 SVSCLT = ( E,~ ~ l l~ ) 
//GC.SYSI/'\ CC * ,. 
CC~P~TER P~CGRA~ ~C.LS 
PLC TS ?EHCENTAGE T~EK~A L lfFICt:~CY Gf MEf~A~CL? :THA~Cl, iSC~~C PANClr 
BU T~ ~Clr A~U GASCLINE, ~~ E~GI~ E SFeE ~ . CC ~ P ~ ES ~ 1~~ ~AT{G:6./ 7 . S E~ 
f lGU~<E D-1~. 
II EXEC FC~TGCLG,l~T ~ o 
84 
//FOR1. S~SI~ G~ • 
IJ{.I;(NSlUN C~TA Xl ( ll) ,t::.T.\'t't( 11} ,~AT..a:t.:C ll J ,~ATAV2( 11), lll428), 
l GA T ~X 3 ( 1 11 , C:. 1 A Y 3 ( l l ) , CAT A .( 4 ( 1 l ) , C A r A Y-. ( l l ) , (; ~ T 11 X S ( 1 l ) , U A T A Y 5 ( l 1 ) 
RE ~U ( 5 , 4 J ( u ll T A.< i ( .l ) , CAT A 'f ll .., l , ..;= L,. 1 ll , 
L ( JJ AT ~.X 2 ( J; , C /\ T .1 Y 2 t J ) , J .: l , ll ) ,. ( C t~ T A X 3 ( J J , C:. T ~ 'f .3 ( J ) , J: l , ll ) , 
l( 0 AT A X <t ( ..J) , u ~ f .H'-1 ( J) , J: l, L 1 ) , ( U A r ~l)l 5 ( J J • ~ ,_. r td 5 ( ..J ) , J: 1, ll J 
4 F-GR~AT!Flt:J.l,rtc • .2J 
CALL PLGTA Cl ,9 00 .. ,31.0~.,10.,3~. ,1) 
CAll .t'LCT iHCAT . .,_, l ,r..HAYl ~'t"' rll l 
CALL PLOT~(C~T~ .xl,CATAY2,•t•,!!J 
CAll PLCriHCA TJ.xJ,::,HA'tJ,' l',ll) 
A PL Te(U~T~~4 CATAY~ 1 6 1 ! j 
C A ll F L C T J ( C A T ~ X 5 , (;-A T t. Y 5 , ' G ' , 1 l ) 
CALL PLGTCt'E~G!~E SPEEC VS T~E~~AL EFFIC!ENCY 1 ,J6, 
l'T~E~~AL EFFICI~~c v ~E~CE~T'r2Sr•qp~•,]) 
Sf~j) 
ENC 
//~O.FTO~FCOl C~ ~'f$G~T~< e,,~LI~l 
I /GO. S Y S l.\ t; C * 
I* 
PLUTS ?cRCcNiAGE THER~~L EF~ICIE~lY Cf 100 PER~c~T METMA~GL, FC~ TH~ 
COMPKESS IC 1'I kATll.:S OF ~;.17 Mdl 1.1t:., 'IS Et\Gli,E Sl-'tEO. SEE FIGURE C-lo. 
// EXEC FC~TGC~G,ClT =C 
//fCRT.SVStN ~G • 
Dl f"'t:N$11.JI\ C.AT ~,(4' 1 L) , .; .H AYl' lU ,JAT~X2' 11; ,CA fAY2 {! l j, H l428l 
REA0(!>,4HC:.Tt.;q(J1 ,CATA Yl(Jl .. J-=-lrllJ, 
UDATA14l J) ,.;.HAY2\J) rJ-=1tl~) 
4 F~H~AT,FLe.L,rl~.~l 
CA l L F L c r A c r , <; <.; o • , J L o o •• J. s .. , 3 c • , L J 
CALL FLCTB<CAT~~t,C dfA 'tL,'A',l~J 
C. A l L P L G T 6 ( i; A i .11 ~: , C;. T A Y 2 , ' :1 ' r lll 
CALL ~LCTCC'ENGI~E SPEEC VS T~~~~AL EFFICIENCY 1 ,36, 
l'ThER~4L EFFI~tE~ CY ~(RC£ hT ~,2b, 1 ~Pf"•,Jl 
.. t.. 
ENC 
//GO .ffOcFuOl CC SYSLLT~t e,,~Ll~l 
I //Gt.; .. S 'f S I,\ u G * 
· .~ ,. _______ ---:--
CGMPUTE~ ?~C~RA~ ~C.ll 
PLOT S PERCENTAGE T~E~~AI. EFFICIF:NCY l:f LCC P(~Ci:Nf E'T.-,ANCl., FOR TI-C: 
C0.'1?1H:SSIG.'I ~ATlL. S ~r o.ll '"'I\~ 1.1t.J, v$ b\~l~t SP!:Eu. SeE FiGu~c J-17. 
II E~EC ~CHTGC LC,L~T=u 
//FORT.S~SI ~ DC * 
. • 
DIMEN SION CATA~l!ll1,CATAYl(lll,OA1A~2(llJ~OATAY2{lll.I(L42~J 
RE AO ( s , 4 1 < c ~ r Ax 1 < J J , c ~ r A v 1 t J ) 1 J = l 1 Ll > , 
l(CATAJ21J) CAT~Y~tJl J:l 11) 
4 F~ ~~Al( fLo.l,f1c.2J 
CALL PLCTA{I,90u •• Jtau.,LS.,3C.,1) 
CALL PLC f 8t~~TA~lrCATA~L,'A',ll) 
CAll ~LCTU<~~f~A Z~L~T~Y~r'U',i~j 
CALL PLC7C('E~~l ~t S~EEC VS TrER~AL EFFIC1ENCY',3c, 
l 1 T ~E R~AL EFF[CIE ~CY PE~CENT',26,'R~~·,3J 
STC P 
END 
//GU.FT06 FCOl CC SYSG LT~(E,,~LI~J 
1/\iC.SY Sli\ tJC * 
I• 
85 
PLOTS r-C ~ER Cl.TPLT lJF l.o-90 ~ETtiA~CL GASCLlNE eL=NC, FCR Tt-E CG~PRESSIC. 
RAT1C OF 6.77, VS E~GI~E SrEEC, USl~G CHA~GEC A~O U~CHANGfC SEff[NG CF 
T~E ~~GL~E. SeE F!vU~t C-Lu. 
II ~XtC FCkTGCtG,CLT =C 
//FORT.S)S£~ WO * 
U I i-4 E N S L U ti ~ ~ T A ;c i ( 1 lJ , ;; t. T A Y 1 ( 1 1 J , 0 A T ~ X 2 ( ll ) , C A T :. Y Z ( l. l } , I ( 14 2 8 I 
R E Au t 5 , 4 1 (. c A r A _'t 1 c J J , cAT .l -, i c ,J l , J= L , 1 1 1 , 
dll ~'\TAX2(J) ,~io\T,.t2(J) ,..;=LdL# 
~ FCR~Al(fl6.l,~l~ .2) 
CALL P L C r A I I , 'J J [.) • , 3 l a 0 • , ~ 5 • , 7 C. , 1 ) 
tA L L F L c t r. ' c A r A " 1. , t: A t ~ 't 1 , ' A • , • 1 1 
CALL PLCfd(CAfAX2rC~fA Y2, 1 8 1 ,ll) 
CALL PLGTC('ENGl~E SPEEG ~S EFAKE ~CRSEPChER'1J2, 




//GO.S'rSII\ 00 * 
I* 
CC~PUTER PRCG~AM IIIC.l~ 
PCOI~ i'u;,EI( CCIP\.ol LF 2c=B\l •11 EJR,~i\'-L GJ.H .. '-ll\c BLE!\0, ~'-K lnE CC.'"!P!'(.t;~$'TO'I\ 
RATI O OF 6.71, ~S ENGI~E SPE~~' ~SI~G CHA~Gf~ J~~ UNL~AN~~C SETTI~d CF 
THE ENG 1 N t: • SEE F I G V~ E 0- l 9. 
1/ E~EC fC~TGCL~.C~i =D 
1/fORT.SYSI~ ~J ~ 
n z ,'4 E N s r u .-~ c ~ r j ;( 1 t L 1 1 , .... ..l r A '( " : l 1 J , L .:. r 11 ,( 2 t I L J , t.,; A r A Y , t 4 r 1 • 1 t r 4 ~ a > 
RE ,e~ I 5, 41 ( ~ A f l A l( J) , ..I :.0 T A 'f l LU • J = 1., lll , 
l( 0 AT A .aL ( J J 1 ..; .. H A 1' L ( J j , J = l, ~ l ) 
FOR~Al ( flh .L~ft6.~) 
CALl PLCT .'\( I ~9 0C., JlGO .. ,z~ .. ,IC., l) 
CAi..L P t. CT:3(LJ .Af,!)l,C~r~Yl, 1 .l', lU 
C A L L P L C T :3 ( C l i fA !. 2 , C A T A 'I 2 , ' ;.S • , 1 L l 
CALL PLCT•:c• ~l\Gl!\C:. :i?EEC ~~~ ePA,,E t-~CRSEPCt.ER 1 ,32, 
l 1 B H P ' , 3 , ' t< .= ,-! • , J ) 
STC~ 
ENC 
//GO . fT0 6FCC l ~C SY ~ C~T~lE,,~Lil\l 
/h~G.SY SL,\ OC ~ 
I* 
CCMPUTE~ PRtGRAM l\C.2C 
86 
PLUfS POh~R GUT?LT 0 ~ 50-50 ~ETHA!\GL GASL~INc dLC~U, FCR T~E COMPRESSl~N 
RATIG Gf be77 , V5 ENGI~ E $PEE~, USl~G CHA!\GEC Al\C Ul\C~ANGEC SElT[NG Cf 
THE ENGl!\~ . Set FIGu ~c C-~0. 
II EXEC fCR T~CLG ,GLT=u 
//FCki. $1~!~ GJ • 
0 L f<lt i~S LUN CAT A X l ( ll> , C .HAY l ( 11) , lJ AT A.<~ ( 11. J r C..\ T A Y 2 ( ll l, i ( 14 Z d) 
READ ( 5 '4 I ( c . ..\ T .l ".( !. {.; ) ':.: ~ T ~ y l ( J t' J = l I L l J ' 
.UuATAJl2(J) ,~AT.H .2(JJ ,J=l,!ll 
4 FOR~AT(Fl6.lrFl~. 2J 
CALL PLCIJ. (I , -~..; ~..~. :JlJJ. ,2v. ,7C. ';..:1::....;..) ________________ _ 
CAll ~LGTu(CAf~X l,~AT~V!.,'A',ll, 
CA. L L t' L :J T d ( :AT~ A 2 , CAT .1\ Y 2 , ' 9' , l !. ) 
CALL P LCTCl't~Gl~ t S~tEC VS i~~Kt hCRSE~C~~~',J2, 
l 1 BH tl • , J r • r: ~ 1~ ' r J ) 
STCP 
END 
/ /GQ.;T06F00l UG S Y SC~ ~= (E ,,~L!Nl 





































































fNGINt SPffO VS dAAKf ~OKSfPO~fft 
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COHPRES~lON RATIO • 6.77 
GASOLINE • 01 
ALCOHOl 
IS • BU'fA.'IOL 
I • ISOI'ROl'AUOL 
E • E'fiiANOL 
H .. HE'I'IIANOL 
• 100% 
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l~Giht ~PLtO VS OKAKf SPlCifiC fUll CO~SUHPJION 
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COHPM~SSION RATIO • 6. 71 
GASOLINE . 0% 
ALCOHOL • 100% 
lt.COOf- ul t • • 
B • BUTAUOL 
I • ISOl'ROPANOL 
E • Echanol 
H • ~lt:TIIAMOL 
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PERCEN'l'AGE BLENDS 
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